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Tuesday morning is a pile of boxes and a locked door  
Your coworker is late again 
Your key always jams in the lock  
You kick the door open anyway 
        cut open boxes  
        slice slice  
        count inventory  
        circle numbers  
        stack books 
        smile politely when someone walks through the door and  
                                                              asks if you are open 
        file paperwork  
        check e-mail  
The phone rings 

Your mother calls you a glorified grocery store clerk  
                                 slice slice  
                                 smile politely 
                        pronounces college like grandchildren  
                        calls your future Atlantis and 
                        never stops crying 

Nothing your mother ever slices breaks the skin 
You have callused ears when she asks what you want out of life 
Everything you’ve ever wanted is flawed 

You fell asleep in college woke up counting comics 
                                                              circling numbers  
                                                              empty wallet 
You dream of broken keyboards  
                          a bed made of arms 
                          boxes that inventory themselves 
You wake up so hungry 

Your boyfriend wants to buy your stupid pride some dinner  
but you are a pile of boxes and a sick coworker 
You are an empty wallet on a full time schedule  

While he lullabies you a menu 
you draw a heart and an arrow 
in the margins of your inventory  

When you explain that there is no atlas to tonight’s dinner 
he picnics cheeseburgers to you  
      listens to your stack of grumbles  
      says Forget about the future 
              What do you want out of now? 



Now is a pile of boxes you’re afraid to open  
Now is an arrow 
Hearts and arrows don’t mix 
Now is the smile that nobody means  
Now is the earthquake that sunk Atlantis  
Now won’t kill you 
the way an arrow won’t kill you  
unless it hits just right 
Now is not depression but you understand how they  
         may look similar from a distance 

Smile politely  
Call your mother 
Apologize for never answering the phone 
                                                        when the past calls 
When she asks 
Have you ever considered going back to college  
We can help you 
So you can get a real job  
We can help you 
A 401K 
You just have to go back  
Try again 
Remember your future 
Try harder 

ask her 

Would you rebuild Atlantis if you knew you would drown there?  
or would you stand at the shore and pray tsunamis at it? 

She has never understood you 
This is one of the dwindling list of things you have in common 

Next time she calls 
                   tell her you put a down payment on a bed made of tomorrow   
                   tell her it’s so big  
                                 you had to take all the doors off the hinges  
                                 just to fit it in your crummy little apartment 
                   tell her you’ve planted it so sturdy wept such joy upon it 
                                 that your apartment is growing a little every day  
                   tell her this until you believe it is true 
Peel the stitching from your empty wallet call it time 
                                                                            web it to dinner  
Smile at boyfriend  
           mean it 

Go home 
Sleep like your dreams can contain you 

 



The capital of sleep has been walled off 
by 
whatever tyrant is currently 
wearing the shiniest tiara 

The passengers on the train  
that no longer stops there 
don’t even bother 
to look up from their crossword puzzle 
to reminisce about what isn’t  
so much lost 
as currently unavailable 

Twenty-one down 
is a thirteen letter imaginary 
word for the shade of whatever color 
you imagine represents the exhaustive 
collapse of willpower to try and improve 
society 

No one has solved it yet 



 

 

While on break tonight . I told my coworker how there were a series of 
crazy things going on in the square . There was one guy loudly 
threatening an invisible person . Also . the fairly calm guy who sleeps by 
The Harvard Square elevator was  saying to another person . If you come 
near me . I will put you in the hospital . I’m serious . Go away . To 
which the other guy . said Why you mad . though ?  

Well . on her way home . my coworker texted me . that they were forcibly 
removing someone from the square . on a stretcher . I’m guessing it was 
the guy who was threatening an invisible person . because while I was in 
The World’s Worst CVS . picking up a drink . waiting in a fifteen person 
line . because they only had two registers open that accept cash . and 
none of us wanted to pay with credit cards . the Why You Mad Though 
Guy . ran full force into the locked side door of the CVS . let out a primal 
scream . and then briskly walked out the actual exit . carrying two giant 
bottles of Era Plus detergent  

Three employees . one of them yelling to the cashier . Call the police ! 
trailed in his wake 

Two of the three employees stayed in the store . About three minutes 
later . the third returned . A minute after him . Why You Mad Though 
Guy literally hopped into the store . placed the bottles just on the  
threshold of the store . did a deep curtsy . and shouted . MAY YOU ALL 
HAVE A GREAT EVENING 



 

I wanted to say something definitive like 
i love you or sorry or 
there is a broken down police car on the sidewalk  
and you need to pass by it to get to work  
but there is a warrant out for your arrest 
and you smell like your dealer does not respect you 
but if you are one more time late to work  
you will be so fired you won’t even 
be able to afford the cheap  
weed your disrespectful dealer agrees to 
sell you on layaway 

I wanted to say something 
fuck you or it’s ok 
something so basic 
a first grade teacher wouldn’t bother writing it 
on the board  

Hey you say or  
         i say  
I was wondering if maybe 
                                if it isn’t too big a deal 
                                if you get to it 
                                if tonight when the moon  
                                you once compared our love to 
is in the third thousandth house of overdose 
                                if you wouldn’t mind— 

I don’t wonder about anything anymore 
and you don’t have to guess what  
either of us is thinking anymore 

We have known each other long enough 
for dogs to die of natural causes 
Even if i believe you killed it 
with neglect Even if i know you 
killed us with neglect  
But we’re both still alive and fine 
Only hyperbole will kill us 
which means we’re both dead 

What i meant to say to you is a suggestion 
of how to feng shui an apartment  
that’s been condemned by the city 
What i meant to say is the word feng shui shouldn’t be used  
by someone who has heard other people use it but  
                                never studied the language or  
                                                                 philosophy  
it’s been appropriated from 



What i meant to say is a detour to a wedding 
neither of us should have been invited to alone  
and definitely shouldn’t attend together 

I don’t remember what i actually said 
I never remember precisely what i say to hurt someone 
Unless it’s funny 
Unless the tears come from laughter at my audacity  
instead of pain from my insensitivity 

I don’t remember what betrayal your betrayal 
brought out in my tongue  
I don’t remember which of my tongue’s betrayals  
probably inspired your betrayal 

 



Don’t look at the boy 
knuckling the clay This shaken boy 
This stirred nightmare of a boy Hammering 
fist Flat 
clay Always starting over 
This boy 
snowballs this wet earth into a head 
Cups what should be the chin 
Dimples what is now the chin 
Watches the boy next to him 
A full torso 
A properly scaled head 
Eyes Not just football shaped divots in a flat surface 
Eyes that follow and eyes that have 
already seen Eyes that have been watching him 
create and destroy 
Build imperfect head 
Roll it back into a perfect sphere 
Every feature 
imperfect and swallowed back into clay 

Do not watch this 
boy Killer of unborn 
sculpture This always 
questioning boy This never 
good enough boy 

Even the putty knife 
shakes him Slicing 
wisps of wet earth Curling 
back the soft 
valley of neck He borrows but never steals 
glances of the boy next 
to him The boy who started with the feet and built the body 
up How 
do you build a body out of clay when 
you’ve never noticed 
a body Never lost 
an entire art class wishing after 
an ear rogue of curled hair 
Never lingered eyes 
inappropriately on a stranger until they cleared 
their throats 

 



  

Either poetry can change your life or it can not 

Heather suggests to Dean that he should read Anne Carson’s 
Autobiography Of Red . with the same tame words that I recommend . 
Should . Enjoy . Narrative . Story . Sexuality . Island . Family . 
Volcano . Red . All these gentle things that flow toward you at a pace 
that . when compared to the way work and relationships are constantly 
crashing you against the surprisingly giving rocks of your everyday . 
seems reasonable 

When the book is returned  . with no new pages folded . or creases on the 
cover . Heather asks how Dean enjoyed it  

Dean says It was ok . It didn’t change my life or anything 

Things that have changed my life . are not the death and everyday 
unfairness of the current police state . but a free granola bar . from 
someone who doesn’t want me to adapt to their religious beliefs . or a 
train . that shows up when expected . or poetry . Every poetry changes 
my life in some way . even grandmother poems . detailing which flowers 
represent which flavor of grief  

Heather .  because i am speechless . says . Changing your life is a pretty 
high bar for a poetry collection . I just meant “ did you like it ? ” 

Of course i love the man who suggested i read Autobiography Of Red . 
but not in a manuscript full of unrequited lust way . When we met . i 
confused his native origin for his sexuality . being Scandinavian and 
being Queer being similar mosaics . when being squinted at through lsd . 
The confusion was barely an hour . and reached the bar of changing my 
life . 

Odinn and i met . of course . through poetry . as Heather and i met 
through poetry . as Dean and i met through poetry . as Heather and 
Dean met through poetry . What is life . but a series of friendships . 
forged by an art you sometimes hate  

Dean shrugs 

A drunk also student asked Odinn what language people speak in 
Iceland . Icelandic . he said . Right . said the drunk . and i speak 
Americanish . Do you speak German or Dutch  

What does it take . besides a common language . to change a life ?  

In Autobiography Of Red . a dragonishboy falls in love with an older 
boy . whose love destroys him . which is a modernization of one of the 
Labors Of Herakles . which is also every relationship i’ve ever had . 
except that sometimes i am dragonboy Greydon . sometimes i am 
Herakles . but often i am merely the cattle . or the dog . destroyed 
trivially . so that Herakles can get at his actual target.  



No character in a tragedy deserves more sympathy . than any other 
character . Everyone in a tragedy . has been deliberately placed in the 
wrong place . at the wrong time . with the wrong person . so that misery . 
or jealousy . or a volcano of . misunderstanding can wipe out the 
victims . let the survivors suffer their continued existence  

Tragedy is a form of poetry . poetry is a thing that constantly changes 
lives . or poetry is a form of living . that is in a constant state of tragedy . 
or some Tuesday . you will be in a car . blasting Paul’s Boutique . eating 
soft pretzels . with someone you care about . One of you will probably die 
before the other one . Is all this singing and driving worth the eventual 
grief 

Of course it is . What’s wrong with you  

Where does the red come in ? My hair when i was younger and more 
certain what i wrote would never hurt anyone ? The fire engine i thought 
i could becoming ? the impending middle aged convertible . that might 
loom . had i not surrendered driving . so i could live in a city . with an art 
i barely recognize . people constantly leaving ? something as trite as 
anger  

The train i take to work is red . does that count?  

Heather asks me if The Autobiography Of Red changed my life . of 
course it has . but how can i put it in the kind of words that will change 
hers . or Dean’s  

I shrug 



 

A loss of vocabulary so severe your body tries to improve your posture to 
make you seem more threatening . A usually dishonest gesture of huh . 
The middle of an extreme yawn . The precise point where torture 
becomes useless . A conjunction of the body . Time is immense and a 
person’s curiosity is insatiable . and when you need a monster to vore a 
clock . the shrug will always do its best . Used to convey ignorance 
without appearing ignorant . Beyond uncertainty . An expression that 
reveals the brain is voided . while the body has all the hunch  

  



  

Weak . Submitted . Waiting for a poet to do something charitable for 
them so that the poet can then go write about them as object . to prove 
how terrible the human condition . how charitable the poet . Begging . 
Lower class or caste . Old and devoid of the posture money grants . 
Suspect . Debased . A word that implies ugly . but doesn’t force the poet 
to be openly judgmental about a person’s appearance . in a way that will 
make the audience visibly uncomfortable . Croned . Cowered which 
implies coward . Waiting to be saved but unlikely to be grateful . A 
guess . A feeling in the brain that the gut takes credit for 

 



 

 

Random Loiterer: What are you wearing for the election tomorrow? 

Me: I already voted. 

RL: Who for? 

Me: Myself. Voting for other people is unethical. 

RL: I meant which candidate did you vote for. 

Me: Oh. 

Silence. 

RL: Are you going to tell me? 

Me: Am I going to tell you what? 

 



 

 

The search  
        engine reveals more                                 
                                   truths about                                 
                                   the seeker than the information                                 
                                                       they requested 

There is a government 
                   machine that is worried about you but 
                                            has no one to talk to about it 

 



 
 
Hi 
Hello. 
 
How’s it going? 
Lets fuck. 
 
Fine. 
Fuck off. 
 
Good. 
Fuck off old man. 
 
Good. How are you? 
I am so bored right now. I’ll give you five minutes to entertain me before 
I block you. 
 
Sup? 
I’m married. And my picture is from 2002. 
 
LOL 
Our conversations will be games of Hide-And-Seek where I will find 
everything funny, and hide my confusion in your mouth. 
 
Can you host? 
1.) I live with strangers and you are a stranger and I keep most of my 
friends and all of my family strangers to me and each other. I didn’t give 
a quote in my yearbook. I don’t go drinking with my coworkers. I go 
drinking a lot. I am alone in a crowd. You could be a crowd. You could 
crowd me. What’s your address? Where do you work? 
 
2.) I squeal like a dolphin repeatedly dipping its tail in a tub of 
progressively hotter water. My roommates have asked me not to fuck 
while they’re home. 
 
Want to meet at the gym? 
I am masculine. So masculine. Look at my abs. If you covered the floor 
with dough and fucked me flat on it, I could make pizza. I mean I’m so 
hot, it would cook under me. And, also, if you spin me around while you 
fuck me, my hard nipples will slice it into a geometric masterpiece, 
which is, coincidentally, how everyone refers to my ass. 
 
 
 
 
 



Are you masc? 
Bro, though. For real. I don’t want anyone to see me. I don’t want 
anyone to see me as not normal. Are you beer foam goatee? Do you 
football? When you use the word fantasy you’re talking about a sports 
league and not sex, right? A sex league would be cool, though. I would 
only draft defensive players. I’m not going to make innuendo, bro. I’m 
better than that. Are you better than that? 
 
Are you discrete? 
My wife doesn’t know I’m doing this. 
 
Good luck. 
Nothing about you interests me but I want you to think I’m nice. Being 
thought of as nice feels so much better than actually being nice. 



 

Six hours before the first results come in and . looking out the window . I 
see no one on fire . no large . leathery winged reptiles . with laser eyes . 
scanning the horizon 

Further updates as warranted 



 

Franklin says I heard on the news 
that the river is finally safe for swimming in 

Like I’m going to trust capped teeth and  
skin bronze with my health or recreational choices 

We go down to the river because we are drunk  
and Al Green and  
        David Byrne can convince me almost anything is a good idea 

There is an empty shopping cart 
rusting the color of my empty refrigerator  
at the bottom of the river 

There is a fish who is probably as healthy as fish get 
but I can’t see her through all the invisible bacteria 

There is nobody swimming 
so Franklin and I stretch out on a dock  
where no one has moored a boat 
and stare at the sky 

He says No matter where I am in the world the sky is always the same 

I say Because light pollution makes it so 
          you can’t see the stars from any metropolitan area? 

Franklin is tired of me  
singing the same song about the birds in my neighborhood 
who never stop chirping  
because even at its darkest point  
it’s never more night than dusk 

Then I mention the bird 
who learned to sing like a car alarm  

I hate that bird 

But that’s you Franklin says  
You keep telling the same stories 
that you overheard from someone else  
or stories that really happened to you  
but you only tell them because 
they remind you of somebody else’s more interesting stories 

I tell Franklin about the last person i pushed into the pond  
down the street from my house  
how he is probably still alive 
but nobody’s heard from him in years 

I stretch menacingly in his direction  
though really I would never drown anyone in water  
that I’m afraid to swim in 



 

The last time i took my pants off in front of a doctor who was not in my 
bedroom . he told me something about my sex that was not a surprise to 
me  

He said unless you are allergic to penicillin . I am going to have to 
inject this large needle into the tip of your penis 

I am allergic to penicillin 

In that case . he said . you are going to have to take these three pills . 
with a large glass of water 

I stared at him with the large needles of my eyes . I think I can handle 
that myself 

He said . Maybe if you handled it yourself more often we would stop 
meeting like this 

 

 
 



 

Cheryl says . Apparently . I remind him of a period of his life when he 
was a lying sack of shit . I never saw him that way . but he doesn’t want 
to acknowledge that part of his life 

I say . While I enjoy being a gay-forward honest person now . I can’t 
fathom not acknowledging the portion of my life . when I was a lying 
sack of shit . It’s when I met most of my friends 

 

 



 

On a car ride to a show that I have already forgotten about . Dean tells 
me. shark shark . adorable fez . toothache toothache . attraction is so 
stupid. magnets must be made of mostly shame . You have to promise 
me . you will never tell anyone . I said that 

His last sentence renders the rest of his story gibberish 

The only way to guarantee . I will not tell your story . is to make me 
promise I will not tell your story 



 

 

The therapist my mother sent me to . when her marriage was in trouble . 
had her own adopted children removed from her custody 

I was a counselor . at the camp where the department of social services 
sent children from troubled families 

My mother’s therapist’s oldest son . told the other kids I was in charge 
of . stories his mother told him . about the clueless bitch . with the 
obviously gay son 

I don’t think he knew . he was talking about my mother 

 

 



 

I am not the bartender 
who overserved the problematic woman at the house party 

I was listening to Dean 
say swimming pool 
       candles 
       my favorite part of science fiction is the fiction  
when the problematic woman said my family isn’t Jew rich 

Cheryl 
             whose mother was a Holocaust Survivor 
             asks her what she means by Jew Rich 

The problematic woman says I can say that 
                                                      my uncle-in-law is Jewish and                                                 
besides one time a cop pulled me over                                                  
because I’m fat 

You could fill a 1960s set of encyclopedias with all of the stupid 
things i have said in  
my life as an idiot trying to be better 

I have almost certainly definitely for real said 
something equally hurtfully shut-the-fuck-up and i like to think 
we are all capable 
of overcoming the worst justifications we have 
given in the unnamable shame of our bigotry 
hoping for empathy 



 

The house is unsettling 
All of the doors are shut at the wrong angles 
Windows stained shut but creaking 
Paintings of boats that envy shipwreck 

The depressing cable news keeps telling the same terrible  
story with different Mad-Libbed names 
but always the same colors and occupations 
                     the same verdict 

I don’t think anyone white really 
                                      understands how to 
properly express their disappointment in people 
                                that they are terrified 
they might have more in common with than the color of their skin 



 

My father says I don’t understand why . all these police officers are 
mad . at football players . for putting their hands up . when there are 
police officers . wearing t-shirts that say I Can Breathe 

                                                                                                        That            isn’t 

                                                                                                        That isn’t 
anything a police officer should do 

Sometimes I forget . that everyone I know is a person . capable of     
inner-conflict . that very few of us are completely evil or . completely 
wrong 

We are such stupidly compassionate creatures . when we remember to 
think with our brains . before speaking with our hearts 

 

 



 

No matter how much you hate a person   
it is considered impolite to exhibit joy in their death 

When my grandmother’s dog whose howls and death disguised her own 
                                                                   howls and death finally ceased 

We who loved her more than we hated her fucken dog 
        hoped he would outlive her 

Not for the satisfaction of putting the dog to sleep ourselves  
but so that we would never have to hear his absence 
when she answered her phone and asked when we would visit 
 

 



 

My grandmother wants to know . why my father . stuffed her closet full 
of flowery blouses . the last time he visited her 

He explains to me . the son who didn’t ask . I didn’t do that . Ma is losing 
her mind 

Are you sure ?  asks the man sitting next to us . at the bar . I have seen 
pictures of you . hula dancing . in grass skirts and a coconut bra 

The man and my father do not laugh . so I do not laugh 

The man buys our next round 



 

 

Dean says . If you are a man . and you walk into the fancy soap shop 
with another man . the usually bored clerks will fall over each other to 
help you 

If you are a man . and you walk into the fancy soap shop alone . 
commission-starved clerks will injure themselves to get you to notice 
them 

But if you are a man . and you walk into the fancy soap shop with a 
woman . broke-ass register gulls won’t even notice . they are stepping 
on your face to get the woman’s attention 

He starts to make a very academic point about sexuality . binaries and 
the difficulties for the modern bisexual man . while I try and figure out 
what I should buy for him . from the fancy soap shop 



 

 

Derek waits outside . while I enter the fancy soap shop to buy a tub of 
ocean salt 

Four women fall over themselves to help me . like I am a woman . car 
shopping at Misogyny Autobody And Used Or Stolen Car Lot 

After a series of unwarranted compliments about my facial hair . I pick 
up my ocean salt 

The woman behind the register flips her purple hair at me . Does your 
girlfriend . she oh-so-coyly asks . like the way you smell after you cover 
your body in ocean salt? 

No . I  say . Her parents drowned in the ocean when she was three . I 
wear this when she gets clingy 



 

Okay Mister Boston . my father says . It’s eight o’clock . time to watch 
Cheers 

Mister Boston ?  I ask . I live in Cambridge 

But you go to that Cheers bar 

I . frown . do no such thing . Do you go that Jaws beach ? Mister 
Vineyard  

You’ve never been there ? he asks 

I admit that i’ve been there once or twice 

And Cheers is a good show ? right  

I suppose it is 

He turns the television to the nostalgia channel . It’s like i’m watching 
your life . again 

 



 

 

My father refers to my cats as bad actors . as though they were 
unconvincing in their roles as Teddy and Martha Brewster . in Arsenic & 
Old Lace . as opposed to two . loud . furry mops . who once peed behind 
his couch 



 

 

My father likes to impress me . by successfully predicting the plot twists . 
of television shows that have been on the air for more than fifty years 

In this way . he is like his mother . who rushes to let me know who the 
killer is . three minutes into Law & Order Special Victims Unit . The 
same episode she saw less than a month ago 

They are unalike . in that she is usually still wrong 

You see all those people getting on that fancy boat ? my father asks . I 
bet it’s going to sink 

But dad . I say . The Titanic is unsinkable 



 

 

My mother calls my father . to let him know she will be visiting his 
mother . My father hangs up as soon as she identifies herself . My 
mother calls me to tell me my father hung up on her . My father calls me 
to tell me he hung up on my mother . My grandmother calls me 
complaining because no one visits her . I turn off my phone 



 

 

Dean is bad at notes . He leaves the cute new server a note on a napkin . 
I think you’re hot . Later . realizing there was no attribution to the 
original note . he leaves his phone number on a different napkin 

The next week . the hot server is replaced . by a different server . whose 
temperature is never mentioned 

On my napkin . I write . He quit because you are bad at notes 

Dean frowns  

I am bad at notes 



 

 

In the midst of dinner . at the restaurant we almost always end up at . 
around closing time . Dean pantomimes his disinterest in Melanie’s 
story . by simulating masturbation . His imaginary load hits our server in 
the face 

When the check arrives . Dean writes his credit card number . and 
amount due . on the back of the check . along with a note . Sorry about 
jerking off on your face 

Melanie surrenders her lower jaw to gravity . You really are terrible at 
notes 



 

 

Less than a mile from my house a car pulls up next to ours . and a man 
rolls down the passenger side window . and says I’m in love with her . 
then rolls his window back up 

Ten seconds later . he rolls his window down again . Isn’t love 
wonderful ? 

Yea . Dean says . It’s great 

We drive to the next stoplight . The same guy pulls up next to us . Tell 
me about love ! He shouts 

Love is great ! Dean says . Hold on to it 

Yea ! Love is awesome ! Dude says . rolling his window up . then 
immediately back up . I don’t love dudes though ! I ain’t no faggot 

I hope she breaks your worthless fucken heart !  I yell 

He doesn’t hear me 



  

I like my snow like I like my men  
                           deep  
                           untouched in photographs  
                           shoveled off my porch before I have to go to work  

I like my snow like I like my men  
                            accumulating softly while I sleep  

I like my men like I like my snow  
Plowed depends on circumstance  

I like my men like I like my snow  
which is to say  
at the beginning of the season  
I remember them fondly  
but the very first time they require me to do the least amount of work  
I hope to never see another one of those flakes again  

I like my snow like I like my men  
                            in theory  

I like my snow like I like my men  
                            light and fluffy at first but 
                            heavier and more full of grit 
                                           the deeper you dig  

I like my men like I like my snow  
I’m often judged harshly  
by those who don’t understand my appreciation of either  

I like men  
I like snow  

Do I like snow because it is in my genes or 
                           because I was born in a place  
                                                               where winter was condoned if  
                                                                                                not appreciated  

I don’t always like snow but  
I could never live somewhere lacking winter  
I tried it in college  
And again in my mid-twenties  
                    when I was chasing the mechanical rabbit of the                                                 
normative success that  
I was told would make me happy  

When I like men the way I like snow  
                               it’s exhausting to think about 



I like men like I like snow  
                                                Oh god  
                                                Temporary?  
                                                For a few months of the year?  

Why would anyone want men  
like snow if they really loved either?  

It’s been a while since I’ve lived anywhere temperate  
what if I only like snow  
because I’ve spent over half my life  
identifying as someone who likes snow? 

I don’t always want to like snow  
but I do  
                always like snow          
even when it’s inconvenient          
even when it keeps me from getting to  
places I think I belong          

even when it means the world  
                        is too cold to brave 
                            without protection  



 

1. Colorblindness 

Sun starved leaves 
A handful of wet beach ready for sculpture 
The color of a paper bag under transparent tape 
protecting textbooks from my clumsy adolescence 
Horseshoe crab shell 
All of these things we’d touched together  
And all i could think of 
when you took off your hat in your parents’ basement was 
You have brown hair 

It was only in the darkness that I could realize 
the misdiagnosis of your hair color 
Two years of loving someone without 
noticing this basic physical trait 
I was still flash cards at lust 
Heart 
Sex 
Breath 
Touch 

At a bar with my coworkers  
from the Reconnaissance Faire 
I didn’t note the taut of the leather bra 
atlassing the twin planets of the wax maiden 
as the exhaust of her day and her bourbon 
warmed my ear 

I thought why is this woman 
blowing in my ear? 

Everything so straight 
                          forward 

I didn’t even know her name 
just the job she weekended for two months of the year 
The best part of her year 
when her ex took her two twelve year old sons 
and she dipped hands and roses into hot wax 
and blew hot air into the ears of nineteen year old gay boys 
too paralyzed to turn their heads 

I was of course staring at you 
a single row of straight white stones 
the lower shelf never cresting your bottom lip 

On the drive home you kissed your own hot air 
towards me without so much as leaning closer 

This was how I learned to love with distance 



2. Strangers & Family Members Are Fiction 

I did not choose Mark Doty’s Long Point Light 
for its language 
for how I would later imagine it 
an apt description of our relationship 

You liked lighthouses 

I was too stiff for Homo 
Shall Not Inherit 

The assignment 
                              read a poem to a diverse group of people 
                              ask them to tell you what the poem means 

Diverse  on Cape Cod 
                in 1998 
                meant my ashen mother 
                             my pasty boss 
                             the blanched friends of the pale children I nannied 
                             the cobweb customers at my corporate record store job 
                             my eggshell psychology classmates 
Diverse meant not the same age 
                                                    job 
                                                    level of education 

All these diverse listeners patiently described what this poem 
(which was so obviously about how 
every day was a new opportunity to be honest with you and 
                                                                                             myself) 
was so obviously about how I could see metaphor only 
in things you cared about 
All of these diverse listeners presented me with their own 
incorrect translations of this obvious poem 
Mistaking Doty’s hazing and 
flickering as an invitation to 
build their own lighthouse to 
monument something other than you 

I bought whiteboard 
I mod podged photos of your favorite lighthouses 
   printed out all these wrong interpretations of what was 
obviously our poem and threw away everyone else’s truth 

I drew crude approximations of boats 
             emerald fiberglass like your favorite color of seaglass 
             polyurethaned wood like your hair 
             silver like your car 
             barn red like your duvet 

Each boat labeled with the description of an imaginary person 
The waves beneath them 
fake quotes i attributed to them 



Each one a different way i looked at the poem 
Except 
of course 
yours The one boat with quotes i hadn’t invented 
Your truth  
adrift in a sea of lies i created  

Who else had ever had an opinion that mattered? 

 

3. Enough Shimmer 

I was nineteen and selfish without understanding what my self was 
                                                like everyyounglover 

I read Atlantis but came away with only Long Point Light 
   said everything else was ocean and shimmer 
I had enough ocean around me 
           enough shimmer when I tried to look to the future 



 

 

It’s unseasonably warm but not prophecy hot 
You can go outside without a jacket  
and people will head nod at you  
but if you’re wearing shorts and a t-shirt 
the trees will throw acorns at you 

The UPS guy is wearing short sleeves but long pants 
He has a box I need to sign my name for 
It should be the books we ordered for a comics related class 
A story about an obituary writer  
who keeps dying over and over 
and how his life would be if each time he died  
he didn’t die 

He dies in the end 
of course 
Everybody does 

But the box is not full of books  
or spiders  
or the type of demons we were told to expect this election day 
It’s full of regret 
Moist 
hot— 
           humid is 
           I guess  
           the proper word— 
Humid regret 
The smell of musty cardboard 

The phone rings 

Three hours before the election results start to come in 

Nothing is a portend 

I’m sure everything will be fine 



 

The video jukebox has bruce springsteen opening for the backstreet 
boys . without apology . this muddy festival of a poolhall seems content 
to slur along with bon jovi’s livin’ on a prayer . as it rolls into jay-z and 
kanye’s who gon stop me  

There is a refreshing lack of class warfare in this red velvet nowhere 

The bartender retired from smoking at his boyfriend’s request . but 
sneaks outside for the seventy degree colder air . and the snarls of those 
more committed to cancer . who better to talk to than those who have 
resigned themselves to die faster . if it makes them feel slightly less 
anxious to be currently alive ?  



 

 

A talkative old man on a bus . is worse than a howling baby . because 
only one is actually misunderstood . Both are cranky and full of shit . but 
only one is socially ill-equipped to handle the situation 

My daughter and I . says The Old Man . wish to sit together 

There is a pair of seats right here . I say . Vanna Whiting the seats 
behind me 

But my daughter . The Old Man nods his head . at a woman . as though 
she was a home . just visible on the horizon . She’s got a tablet . And 
those seats are on The Glare Side of the bus 

Any seats I occupy are The Glare Side of something . I say without 
opening my mouth 

The Woman Across The Aisle Chuckles . but when the bus departs . I am 
the only person with two seats to myself 



 

The night after . i thought for sure devon would come home . he does . 
with a story . about how while i lay in bed .  wondering where he was .  he 
fucked my ex .  in the hot tub of my old apartment 

I know we’re not really dating . i say . but i was worried . when you 
didn’t let me know you were okay 

That’s so sweet . he says . before kissing me . more passionately than he 
ever has before . Then he looks into my . Sorry . eyes . that was mean 



 

 

Dean worries . because another poet told him his new poem is mean 

I think that means he liked it  . i explain 

I am . and this is rare . correct 

I am The Whitest Person In The World . dean says 

Three years previously . in a bed i’d rented . for our last week together . 
devon called our kiss . mean . in the Whitest Way Possible 

I wasn’t sure which of our faces he was calling cruel . until he wiped his 
lips . and laughed 



 

 

My mother wants to know 
why my father is still mad at her 
twenty years after their divorce  

This is the stupidest question i’ve ever answered 
honestly  
Have you never been left before ? i ask her 

She shrugs 
I guess not 

It is not an experience many people enjoy  
i say 
Particularly when they don’t understand why 
they’ve been left 

How do you know so much about being left 
my adoptive mother asks 

This is the stupidest question i’ve refused to answer 



 

 

How are you today ? 

Have you accepted the same personal savior as the person who knocked 
on your door this weekend . while you were trying to find a pornography 
that excited you . without seeming to exploit the type of person you’re 
attracted to . because how could you be turned on . by the objectification 
of your ideal sexual partner ? 

Are you some kind of pervert . for finding joy in the failure of people . 
who you’ve always believed were mean to you . for no reason ? 

Your first . or second . or seventh grade teacher . asked you to write a 
mission statement . about who you were . and what you intended to 
become . and you maybe said something like astronaut . or doctor . or 
fourth chair violinist . in a chamber orchestra . that plays at charity 
events . you could never afford to attend as a guest . Do you remember if 
you really meant whatever it was you wrote down . or whether you were 
just saying whatever you could think of . that would get someone to let 
you sit at their lunch table . without rolling their eyes at you ? 

Why do we constantly seek to segregate ourselves from our friends . by 
the color of our beliefs . and the intentions of our gender . until we are a 
frozen landscape . that future scientists would love to study . but are 
unlikely to build homes near ? 

Are you ok ? 

A face in motion tends to stay in motion . talking at people who are 
maybe not so terribly interested in what that face is saying . but a face at 
rest is so easily misunderstood . because it’s hard to constantly focus on 
seeming happy . without the type of medication that is currently melting 
the liver . of the constantly smiling man in the frozen food section . who 
is worried about the scowl . that you don’t even realize you were wearing 
in december . and scowls in december are like white pants after labor 
day . so why don’t you just smile for everyone but yourself ? 

Why do we talk about pressure to perform . as though our body was 
filled with the potential for success . that is constantly trying to escape 
us . As if an a+ on a final exam . was inflating like a tumor behind our 
carbonated eyes . Or that the proper grip of handshake . at the first job 
interview since your parents stopped paying your phone bill . might 
crush the hands of the creepy middle manager . in the one bedroom 
apartment . who is just as worried about how he’s going to both eat and 
afford his subway card this month . as you are . Why do we associate any 
of things with the word pressure ? 

 

 



A person cuts you in line at the pharmacy . while they are talking on 
their cell phone . about the final episode of a tv show you have just 
finally surrendered to watching . and now you know that the character 
you hate is going to die in the end . It would be so much more satisfying 
to have experienced his death as a surprise . as though he could have 
been immortal . but now you know that character . like most of the 
people you love . is going to die before you do . and you had to hear it 
from some sharp laughed hyena . who neither understands the definition 
of the word spoiler . nor how a line works in a public space . And it just 
makes you want to explode at them . which reminds you . that your 
doctor mentioned something about your blood pressure . and what kind 
of god . or science . would fill our bodies with such a volatile substance ? 

Do you believe in a higher power ? 

Do you believe in a lower power ? 

What if the power is at the same level as you ? 

Does power make you a god ? 

What if reincarnation is real . and we are living precisely the life we 
wanted in our previous life . except we were maybe just as lazy in that 
life . and forgot to fill in some important details . and every blank page 
we left has been lined with misery ? 

Is that better . or worse . than if this is precisely the life we thought we 
deserved ? 

Why do we ask questions like . what kind of music do you like .  when we 
know that music is more than just a series of categories that radio 
station owners of the twentieth century slapped on sounds . so that they 
could market them to a variety of people . who never learned to think for 
themselves . and who think baby is an acceptable word to put in a song . 
to disguise the fact that the singer is terrified . you’ll find out that they’re 
gay . or straight . or a gerontophile . or whatever it is that they’re into . 
that might cause the listener to realize . that the singer will never love 
them . or worse . that their experience . while similar . isn’t precisely the 
same as theirs . and who can be bothered to listen to music that isn’t 
written specifically to appeal to them . as individual consumer of stories? 

What is the mean temperature of fear ? 

Why are mean and average nearly synonymous ? 

When I make a joke at the expense of someone I love . because I feel 
they’ve known me long enough . to be certain that I’m kidding . am I 
ignoring their feelings for themselves . or acknowledging their feelings 
for me ? 

Is there a difference ? 



 

My father asks me about a tub of photo albums he gave me . last time he 
was at my house . Did you notice . he asked . that your mother cut 
herself out of some of the pictures of us ? 

What lonely lie is this ? My mother was never the one . trying to erase 
the myth of our happy family 



 

 

Finally . I tell my father . I have my own copy of the picture of me and 
Grandpa Stone 

Adam . he says . My father died before you were born 

Your mother has been showing me that photo . for as long as I can 
remember . If I’m not the baby in that picture . Who is he holding? 

My father shrugs 

 



 

 

Every week . I tell Dean . my mother calls to tell me . she’s worried 
about her ex-mother in law . So I end up calling my grandmother . who 
tells me that she thinks my father stole her diabetes lance . and replaced 
her microwave . Then my dad calls . to tell me that he doesn’t know 
where her diabetes lance is . and we replaced her microwave thirty 
years ago . It’s so frustrating having the same conversation . over and 
over again 

I know . Dean says . You keep telling me 

 



 

The graphic designer came back as a box turtle. which is not a dig on all 
the deadlines he missed . but speaks to his design aesthetic 

His name is Walter now . It was Walter then . Reincarnation only 
changes your name . if you die regretting who you used to be 

Walter lives in the garden I let die when I moved in . Dandelions in the 
tomatoes . Grass growing at different speeds  

Walter still loves strange dogs . and they are just as perplexed at his 
turtleness . as they were at his humanity 

I wonder if I’ll come back as a parrot . cheap mimic in bright clothes that 
seem less fitting . as I age and age and age . into a lifespan science finds 
reasonable . but people who know me best will be surprised at . 
Karaoking the emotions of the people who live nearest to me . He’s so 
temperamental . they’ll still say . as I cock my head at an angle .  literally 
parroting . I love you . and nipping at their fingers 

Someone who falsely thinks they know me will say . wouldn’t you come 
back as a love bird . since that’s most of what you write about ? 

They will come back as a potato . and will not even be made into French 
Fries the next time they die 

Walter eats the potato chips someone scattered in the yard . the generic 
corpses of those who died forgettably 

I’ve stopped imagining how I will die . even in moments when death 
seems to be leaning in . uncomfortably close for a kiss 

Instead I imagine what’s happened to those who’ve already died . Even 
people like Walter who I was never close to in life . but who . now dead .  
won’t leave me the fuck alone 



 

 

1. The Shape Of Things 

The subject of the night’s 
 workshop is line breaks 
  and how they shape the 

way the reader interprets 
 the poem. I hate American 
  waterfall tercets. In fact, 

all unnecessarily shaped 
 stanzas detract from my 
  interest in what a poet is 

trying to say. I understand 
 they think it looks pretty. 
  It gives me a headache. 

I still love Mark Doty’s 
 work even if I don’t like 
  how it’s laid on the page. 

 

2. Emerald Legacy 

If you look closely at this 
handful of sand Turquoise 
and emerald Sapphire and 
crushed pearl All this silt 
All this emerald Sand is only beige 
from a distance Shattered 
rocks Crushed coral Once 
royal and thriving Now 
loose foothold for children 
to build into wet castles 
Everything beautiful looks 
plain from a distance 
There is nothing alluring 
when the polish has been 
ground into 
                       well 
                       grounds 
Emerald at fingertips So 
what Tiny grains of quartz 
small enough to sprinkle 
over corn flakes Beauty 
tastes terrible Gets stuck 
in teeth Opal amongst 
beige Everything looks 



so beige until you really 
stare Flakes of emerald 
sparkle through the blah 
There is always something living 
thriving despite 
the paper bag covering 
our text book lives Always 
something emerald if 
you know how to look 
Not where to How to 

 

3. Grief Is Exhausting And Everywhere 

I didn’t see ryan’s sickness until 
it killed him I didn’t look 
for comfort in shoots of dune 
grass I didn’t imagine our future 
coming to a point 
Curling to fist 

I didn’t imagine we needed 
a lighthouse to protect us Shimmer 
of crest Agate shadows 

It wasn’t 
until i had to turn around 
that i ever noticed 
the shape of my own 
shadow lacking 
his beside me 



The sidekick becomes the main attraction and nothing 
works out Flattened Belittled Dressed for spectacle 
New york Limo in the gutter 
A television asks an ancient stereotype to change 
into the costume of expectations The past refuses 
Even the parody of the future looks dated 
The gentrification of history 
relocates love into science Remember 
when you could smoke in buildings as long as you were 
off the clock The introduction of those important 
enough to survive the plot 
The adorability of depression 
Everyone who wants is blind to 
the prize’s needs Sometimes rules 
are broken by chance Sometimes 
the next generation seems unrecognizable yet 
familiar Devouring Infestation 
Everything on video Putting the mimes back in boxes 
Love is always a misunderstading 
The monsters have taken over 
the television studios It’s raining doom 
The monsters dress just like us 
now Shred them Evacuate 
the extras Invite your enemies into your arms 
Let science improve your chances of survival 
Adapt Become a smarter monster Surrender your desire 
to become something permanent Interrupt your own narrative 
for a gag To beg cameo from 
a different kind of monster Opportune 
Explore your identity as a monster 
capable of being desired 
Evolve 
Confront the parts of yourself no one believes in 
Put your devil on 
hold Allow yourself to get caught 
                                     to find out who will come to rescue you 



When you recognize the demon in yourself 
kill it in front of everyone 
Burn down your progeny to save your now Stage 
a musical number to horrify the people 
who’ve stuck with you 
Give your demons everything they’ve dreamed then 
use them to kill each other When the rescue party comes 
reveal how you’ve already saved yourself 
Show them how you keep 
the potential of your future undoing 
in a box Shine a bright light on it 

 



I go for three weeks without 
power because i will not be 
home for most of them and 
when i am home it will be 
daybright and the breeze 
keeps everything cool enough 
 There are boats 
 perched Obese 
 vultures 
 precarious in 
 exhausted trees 
 still dizzy from 
 hurricane So not having 
 power seems trivial 
 Our house stands 
 Our trees bereft 
 of anything but birds and 
 unmoored trash 
I have a battery powered lamp 
for camping but no desire to camp 
outside of my home Finally 
this little lamp has purpose 
  Daylight is for the kayaks 
  The rubber rafts 
  claim the 9-5 
  We do not need electricity 
  at night we have fire 
  and all the appropriate snacks 
  to eat like spoiled scouts 
The ladder to the zip line 
still standing though half 
the tree it was moored to 
collapsed into the climbing wall 

all i do is talk these days . those days . all days . but i won’t bring anyone 
into my powerlessness . too dark . of course . too phosphorous my 
faults . the apartment shambled by a lack of light . piles of laundry . sleep 
in the daytime . talk to no one but cats . no one needs to see 

  Cliff is the only one of us 
  not allowed a lighter 
  A book of matches 
  Allowed to carry wood 
  to the clearing but not 
  place it in the flames 
 



When i am awake during the day 
i leave the house lit by the sun but 
barren I go off to the cofeehouses 
to charge my technology for the 
coming darkness 
 How fortunate this 
 hurricane in august 
 The camp asunder 
 The boathouse 
 secured before the storm 
 The canoes The kayaks 
 The grub tubs The sunfish 
 all safe But the windows 
 lanced by branches and 
 a door flown off 
 the archery shed 
  Cliff set fire to the fields 
  behind our camp last summer 
I forgot to take my name off 
the account of a previous address 
 How long until the boats 
 collapse what’s left of 
 the trees? 
I never bothered to call 
the electric company 
  It burned for an hour 
  before anyone noticed 
Now I’m paying for it 
but with insomnia 
instead of money 

there was also the summer we cottaged next to our cousins until our new 
house was finished . a full summer of pond but no shower . minnows 
don’t survive long as pets . flushing because at least running water if not 
light . but a real house just next door . also empire strikes back sleeping 
bag . generic flashlight . unscary ghost stories . the only jokes that stayed 
with me were unfunny and racist . surely someone told a joke without 
prejudice . lunches in the gazebo . a terrified parakeet . watching 
dragonflies fuck . ghost stories in the empty cottages . canada geese 
alarm clocks . big hiss . no electricity but access to a motorboat . jet skis . 
too young to waterski . cookouts on the other side of the lake . people 
who used the word cottage to describe houses bigger than any i’ve ever 
lived in 

 

 

 

 

 



  Cliff never told me 
 Raking the branches 
 off the beach 
  how the fire smelled 
Every mattress seems 
alive with crumbs 
  why he did it 
 Plastic over windows 
when it’s too dark 
to examine 
  even though we 
  shared a tent 
 Paid overtime for 
Insomnia because of 
 clean-up crew 
  He didn’t want 
  witnesses even 
 The satisfaction of 
too much darkness 
  after the fact 
 a job must done 

 



My mother knows 
all the wrong people 
to help me find work 

Before her real estate 
agent promotes me to 
manager of touristcentric 
alcohol distribution 
she sends me to 
her coworker’s husband’s 
penthouse office 
above a bagel shop 

She knows i hate 
telemarketers Praise 
the age of caller id 
and answering machines 
I just don’t enjoy talking 
to depressed avatars of products 
nobody believes in 
So she refers to it as a call center 

My job is justified thusly 
Tourists visit a resort 
sign up for a free weekend 
giving out their names 
and phone numbers to a prick 

The prick gives the numbers to us 
We call everyone who enters 
Everybody wins 
A free weekend of listening to 
people trying to sell you timeshare 
four hours a day 

Jennifer is my trainer 
Forty-broken but with permanent 
smile Excited that i am eighteen 
and speak like an authoritative 
uncle 

I get five confirmed appointments 
before our dinner break 
That’s extraordinary she tells me 
and maybe everybody I don’t know 

 

 



We eat dinner in the main office 
Finally the real boss 
My mother’s coworker’s spouse 
royal wes himself over 
to his desk to give us an inspirational 
speech I don’t remember 
his five points of success 
or his tips on how to be 
promoted quickly or even 
what would be considered 
a promotion I only remember 
how he swept his arms 
across his desk 
knocking over every piece of paper 
before turning to jennifer 
and telling her to pick it up 

I remember how she smiled 
as she picked up his deliberate 
mess I remember the other middle 
aged men and women gasping 

How their bodies splashed back 
to the walls or the knees behind them 

I remember laughing Not at jennifer 
but at this sad paunch of my mother’s 
coworkers eventually-to-be-exed spouse 

I said goodbye to jennifer and someone 
whose name i will never remember 
and swept my arms across my own 
cubicle Knocking all of my papers in 
the trash And I took the trashbag with me 
as i drove away forever 



1. Neighborhood Paper Boy for The Cape Cod Times.  

 

To save up money to buy comics . i searched for the fastest routes from 
my house to the newer and bigger houses in our neighborhood . I got 
faster . found new shortcuts when my parents diverted my funds . so I 
could buy my first dirtbike . When you get a job . it’s best to spend a 
portion of your money making yourself efficient enough . not to lose 
your job . I still dream of those paths . even though they are gone now . 
My neighborhood devolved to condos  and summer homes  

  

2. Mussel Shucker for Canterbury Seafoods  

 

Bleeding hands . ripped t-shirts . stained with ocean salt . not tears . 
never tears . the literal ocean . say I work . am not caddy for daddy’s golf 
buddies . am not tanned from worshipping lifeguards at the beach . I 
work with my hands . I kill the living things someone else stole from the 
ocean . I scrub the sand from them . I rinse them so Those People . I 
mean sure you . and your family . and me and my family too . but mostly 
Those People . can eat like they farm the ocean . like they have ever had 
to hold their breath . longer than was comfortable . in order to survive . 
Those People . who summer in our lives . can eat like they are us  

  

3. Counselor at a lakefront YMCA day camp  

 

Those People didn’t send their kids to my camp . They golf camp .  They 
speedboat on private lakes . They so bored at home . while the children 
of bleeding hands . and when is mom coming home . come to me . One 
hour bus rides . morning flagpole ceremony . archery when the 
enrollment is up . freeze tag when it isn’t . swimming lessons . canoes 
duct taped with Please One More Summer  

I was seventeen . loved those kids like i knew what i was doing . they 
loved me like i would ever learn what i was doing  



4. Delivery Assistant For Cape Cod Ice  

 

I slept in an air conditioned truck on the weekends . hopping out at 
restaurants and grocery stores . heaving hundreds of pounds of ice on to 
dollies . navigating them down hills  

Everyone thinks Cape Cod is all Those People . twirling ice in their 
scotch and sodas . while their kids do hallucinogens . fuck each other to 
Planned Parenthood . on their own careless parents’ golf courses  

All of the kids i was egotistical enough to think i was helping . still hang 
out on Main Street . thirty-fucked . full of resentment and opiates . 
betting on who will be on which side of the ground . at the next funeral  

 

5. Food Prep In A Dining Hall  

 

Because my parents got promotions . my grandparents retired . because i 
was the only grandchild . on either side of the family . i got out early . 
learned how to prepare more food for Those People . this time i didn’t 
eat my own meals in the kitchen . i sat at the tables with the rest of Us 
People  

  

6. Teacher’s Aide at Northfield Middle School  

 

Finally . the rich kids look up to me too  

  

7. Lifeguard For A Pool In A Condo Complex  

 

From where i sat . it grew easier and easier to imagine . nobody in the 
world was ever in danger of drowning  

 



 

The axolotl who evolved on to 
land still prefers baths to showers 

The sea turtle  
whose shell was constricted by a sixpack ring  
wonders why none of his peers hourglass 

A stingray is just a kind 
wet hornet with patience 

 



You loved me at gunpoint in an empty room 
and asked if you could borrow some bullets 

We had met at a taquieria in Des Moines 

I had always heard Des Moines is nice 
by which I mean 
no one had ever mentioned it to me before 
and all my friends gossip about 
the horrible places that birthed them 

Your back yard is a minefield of dead pets 
                                                           four parakeets 
                                                           nine hamsters 
                                                           three cats 
                                                           your ex’s dog 
                                all marked with different tiles 

I guess it’s not a minefield if everything’s marked 
and it’s not a gun you’re aiming at me 
It’s depression 
and your back yard is just a walking tour of mortality 

 



The Arabic word Ya’aburnee is the desire to die before the person you 
love . because you can not imagine life without them . The literal 
translation would be . may you bury me  

I’ve been emotionally complex ever since my first boyfriend killed 
himself . rather than come out to his family . so now I only date people I 
imagine will outlive me . is a terrible opening line for a first date . but 
since I’ve already agreed to pay for this overpriced therapy session . that 
we both assume will end in direct violation of The Hippocratic Oath . you 
should know . I will never love you as much as I imagine I would still 
love him . if his flaws were less fatal 

Tsundoku is a Japanese word describing the act of purchasing a book . 
then adding it . unread . to a pile of other books you haven’t got around 
to reading 

I do not collect men . I collect experiences with men . If I bring you 
home . I expect to love you . if I find time to get to know you . I will not 
make that time 

Fernweh is a German word . for feeling homesick for a place you’ve 
never been to  

All these words with no direct translation are so romantic . Komorebi is 
Japanese for the way sunlight filters through trees 

I don’t speak romance well . I speak English . This meandering pathway 
to overexplaining emotions 



 

 

You can’t keep digging the same car out of the same snowbank  
                            binocularing the neighbors dietary habits 
before you rearrange the refrigerator 

Your aunt vampired when 
she caught your cousin naked and bent over in front of you  
His fourteen year old howl 
Your nine year old fully dressed and confused body  
Hand raised ready for contact 

There was nothing on television quite like you 

Your aunt sang a song 
like Christmas presents discovered in October  
like flat 
        warm ginger ale when you’re faking sick  
but oh how that four letter lyric fit your tongue 
like a raised hand in a classroom full of unanswerable questions 



 

I am the one who cut my mother out of all the pictures 

I pasted her into another album . so she could look as happy . as i knew 
she could never be . if my father and i were still in the picture 



 

Tone Deaf Beatles Guy is in the square . sort-of-singing Don’t Let Me 
Down . I’ve never heard him play anything other than Puff The Magic 
Dragon . Yesterday . All We Need Is Love . and the worst cover of Jeff 
Buckley’s . cover of Leonard Cohen’s Hallelujah 

Surely. him learning a new song is a the sign of an apocalypse 

Nah . If he sang in-tune . it might be a sign of The Apocalypse . Maybe 
this is a regular part of his repertoire . that I have somehow managed not 
to hear over the last decade 

As the song comes to a close . he bridges it into Hallelujah 

Ahhhh . terrible familiarity 

The square is mostly empty . not in a disconcerting way . in a nice day in 
autumn way . I’d like to think the people not voting are at parks 

There is a place by the elevator . where one of the more stable homeless 
people sleeps . Today . there is a guy there selling paintings . All the 
paintings are of the same marshy channel of a harbor . Some are in 
daylight . some are at night . some of the nights there is no moon . some 
nights a full moon . nothing inbetween . always the same marsh . over a 
dozen portraits of the same channel 

I can smell it 

I turn around .  watch someone put a dollar in Tone Deaf Beatles Guy’s 
guitar case . I turn around . watch people ignore Tone Deaf Beatles Guy . 
continue with their lives . I turn around . watch someone shake their 
head at Tone Deaf Beatles Guy. I see the same marsh at different points 
of nothing interesting happening 

I can smell it 



 

The third time your roommate almost burns 
down the house 
in a grease fire You wake up 
to a smoke filled bedroom Worse than onions 
rotting on the kitchen counter Inexplicable 
spoons buried in the soil of house plants 
                                                                            You are 
gagging awake 
There is no fire yet 
just smoke 
        Get out 
        Turn the stove off and douse the pan 
obviously before you go to work 
smelling like irresponsible 
                Like the failing restaurateur 
desperate for insurance Work all day 
with that resin of averted tragedy 
clinging to what you will later remember as what used to be 
your favorite shirt When you get home 
blow out each room 
Soak the curtains in perfumed soap 
Buy a new filter for the vacuum Mop 
every surface in the kitchen until every sponge is kombu 
Keep the roommate 
Evict the behavior 
Try and remember 
a brand of cigarette that you both hate 
the smell of Say parliaments are your father’s 
                              whiskers left in the sink Newports are 
the last roommate who tried to burn 
down your house Not with a grease fire 
but with candles and grief 
and the haunting of a dead mother Grieving 
with smoke Cooking 
with smoke Everyone you love is charcoal 
briquettes Wood chips at the base 
of your temper Everyone kindling 
                                                               Say 
camels are tomato flavored 
fruit roll ups People forget 
tomatoes are fruit Don’t linger on fruit 
as an insult Don’t consider yourself 
a tomato Don’t imagine 
your past as smoke 
Say salems are 



                             You know what 
don’t say salems at all 
                                         not because of its proximity to 
witches Their burning Their smoke 
Don’t say salems 
because of course another ex asked you 
to buy salems and hide them Openly 
gay Closeted smoker Only in emergencies 
you were to produce a single salem He already had 
a lighter waiting He was a state of constant emergency 
You were a telemetry nurse 
                  A cigarette machine Say 
you never love the fire just 
the aftermath The stench Say cling again 
but don’t know for certain if you speak 
of the lovers or the smell 
Stay up all night trying to understand yourself 
Lose your sense of chronology until you can only remember 
          when you are by the flavor of cigarette wisping or  
                                                                                 pluming or  
                                                                                 whatever 
word describes the barely visible  
traces of burning tobacco but fail to 
consider the weight left in its tiny wake 

Remember the camel lights who lived 
in your bed just long enough for you 
to quit smoking You hated the smell of camel 
lights for a decade 
You hated the smell from the moment you met him 
                                                                                               They say 
you never quit wanting cigarettes 
and mostly you think 
they’re right After two hours in a dead car 
with a stranger who had ruined her life 
ruining one of your friend’s life you called  
the man you stupidly loved and begged  
a cigarette for the first time 
in ten years The first inhale was like kissing him again 
Wrong the moment 
your lips parted So you kept them together 
for as long as you could 
Breathing each other 
                                        You made it halfway 
through the cigarette before  
giving him the option of taking it from you 
or letting you crush it beneath your shoe 
He didn’t want it back



You haven’t wanted a cigarette since 
But you buried you face in his pillow 
                                                                   every time he left his bed  
that you slept in 
Breathing in everything killing him 
as if it was keeping you alive 
        It was so familiar 
The first man you stupidly loved was the same 
brand But you were so younger 
enough to be happy dying 
with each other You couldn’t taste the rot of you 
The first day the world turned without him 
you slept on the couch with his fucken marlboro 
spiced sweatshirt over your face to block out 
the unrelenting morning He told you he’d call you 
and maybe you’d beach day Or maybe 
                     you’d smoke on the patio 
until night wisped You waited by the phone 
until you couldn’t decide whether you were angry or sad 
And when you found out he decided to die without you 
you soaked his sweatshirt with the butane of your grief 

 



I. 

Why does my house burning down have to mean something tragic . you 
ask Ms Reyland . during our weekly creative writing workshop . Maybe I 
never liked my house . Maybe my mother never bought me the type of 
cookies I liked . so I burned it down my damned self 

How is that not tragic ? Ms Reyland asks . Everything you’ve ever loved 
is burned away . because your mother couldn’t afford some oatmeal 
raisin cookies? 

Oatmeal Raisin ! ? ! knocking your own folder to the floor . Oatmeal 
raisin ? Oatmeal raisins aren’t cookies . They’re a delicious mud of 
sugar and flour . that some asshole has shoved a piece of rotten fruit in 

Had anyone in class existed from the waist down until that day ? Ms 
Reyland had always asked us to take our seats . never to sit our butts 
down . never to park it . We had all been torsos hovering over our plastic 
chairs . Our whole lives we’d walked on our hands . Nobody in that class 
had ever considered the smooth lumps of fat and muscle that you so 
callously split in half . and cored in front of the whole class  

Bargo . Ms Reyland said . though she was looking . not at you . but at the 
ceiling . that word is not allowed in this . or any classroom 

What ? Raisin ? you asked . You’re the one who brought it up . I don’t 
ever want to have to use it again either 

 

II. 

Your sister farts paste . you said combing the kelp over your freshly 
shaved head . which my parents warned me not to ask about 

I don’t have a sister . I said . checking the horseshoe crab for sand fleas 

Then who is that girl . you asked . always hanging from your mother’s 
waist . like a short screaming third leg? 

There was no girl that summer . or the summer before . or any summer 
that you and I were alive . and when I asked my mother about a 
sister . she would tell me the plots to reruns of The Brady Bunch . paying 
particular attention to the slumber party episode . where Marcia is 
punished . for drawing a picture of her teacher as a 
hippopotamus . though Marcia was drawing George Washington . and 
while everything gets sorted out in the end . it does seem that the whole 
world was out to keep Marcia from having her slumber party 

 

 

 



I spent the next year believing that there was some sort of miscarriage . 
and that you were like a kid in a Stephen King novel . and your cancer 
had given you the power to see people who had already died . or who 
were never quite born . But it turned out my father didn’t want any more 
children . and none of the powers you got from chemotherapy were very 
special . and maybe that’s why you lived  



 

Standing outside the funeral home 
nostalgic for nicotine but 
comfortable with a scarved mouth 
I consider the flask of your favorite whiskey 
                   pressing its emblem into my left leg 

Our proximity didn’t buy me 
a ticket in the line of hearses and black sedans 
so I am once again waiting for you to 
finish your family 
                     commitments 

The protesters on their way 
back from a march you would have supported but 
                                                                 never attended 
smile at this scarf that I mistakenly remembered as a gift from you 

They are meeting for drinks at the steakhouse 
we escaped to when your relatives came to town 
And this scarf that I probably got as a Christmas gift 
                                                             from my mother 
                          has earned me an invitation to join them 
but I will go inside with this flask you stole from your father And 
one more time drink with you 
while your family says uncomfortable things about your past 
The two of us staying perfectly still 
                         unable to speak  



 

 

Night arrives with advanced reservations  
Doesn’t bother waiting to be seated 
Just plops itself down everywhere  

 

 



 

I don’t want to be creepy . but let’s get high . and see if we can get trish 
to take off her pants . and give us blow jobs 

You giggle . You stupid opportunist . You paparazzi of my penis when 
parents weren’t home . How you held me in your own bed . How you 
called me fag in the gym class shower . when i refused to look at you .  

You want to age into normalcy . Manager of motels with empty pools . 
Carrier of unwashed towels . dried and folded to save on water . You 
bared your ass at me in that shower and called me fag . You bared your 
ass at me in my living room and called me please . You never knew when 
to call me which name  

You think you’re not gay if there’s a girl to watch you touch me . It’s 
funny . Wanting my body is hilarious . Who would desire such a 
specter ? Maybe you meant spectacle  

You always worded wrong . Wrong fashion sense . Wriggling your 
bridged tooth at unimpressed girls . Who knocked that tooth out ? Who 
bruised your wherever this time ? Did you call someone the wrong 
name . in the wrong dark again  

When we grow up we should move to san francisco together . wasn’t 
even the most suspect thing you said in my bed  

Did you wrestle your stereotypes as they demoned your want ? Now that 
you florida . Now that you three children . Now that you’ve methed your 
mouth into more bridges . Who do you wiggle your teeth at ? Who do 
you kiss when nobody’s watching 



 

 

My coworker has gone home 

For the first time in hours 
loiterers come in. 

Random Loiterer: I saw in your window that you do subscriptions. 

Me: Spiel spiel spiel. 20% off. Spiel spiel spiel. Preorder. Spiel spiel spiel. 
Comics or trades or toys as long as preordered. Spiel spiel spiel. Form. 

RL: Cool! And there’s no shipping charge? 

Me: Umm. Well, there is if we have to ship things to you, but we put the 
comics in drawers for you, and ask you to come pick them up. 

RL: Well, I don’t live around here. 

Me: Ah. Your best bet may be to ask around at your local  comic shops 
for the best deal. Depending how much you order, shipping could totally 
invalidate the discount. 

RL: What if I just waited for a year, and you just shipped every— 

Me: We DON’T do that. It would have to be weekly. You’re better off 
asking at your local store. 

RL: It would just be one big box every— 

Me: WE DO NOT AND WILL NOT DO THAT. We don’t have the space. 

RL looks around. 

RL: Ok, I guess I see that. Could I take one of these forms any way? 

Me: Of course. 

RL: And can I take a picture of your store? 

Me: Sure. 

RL: You’re so much nicer than the lady at the polling place. 

Me: You’re not allowed to take pictures at the polling place. 

RL: I just wanted people to see how I voted. 

Silence. 

Me: I thought you weren’t from around here. 

RL: Oh, I am from around here but I don’t read comics. My dad reads 
comics and I was going to set up a subscription for him as a birthday 
present. 

Me: I see. That’s not a great idea. 

RL: That’s what the lady said about taking the picture! Word for word! 

Me: You voted Trump, right? 



RL: Of course. 

A dark void opens up in the floor and swallows one of us. 

I’m not sure which one of us. 



 

The Invisible Woman asked me what i was wearing  
Acne and stubble 
My next door neighbor’s favorite t-shirt  
Open arms with fumbling hands  
Fumbling hands she wanted 
aimed at not flight but fly 

There was nothing about her voice i wanted 
She smoke throat 
She grunt substitute teaching for laughter 

Instead of an obedient ruler 
I told her my penis was No 
I was wearing Who cares? 

Instead of my own body 
I pulled the metal antenna of the phone in and out 
I stared out the spare bedroom window 
as if she was calling from my back yard 

Have you ever licked a pussy? 
There are raccoons in the garden 
disappointed in the autumn yield of my answers 

Have you ever seen your mother naked? 
More and more shredded orange leaves filled out the silent grass pile 

Did you like it? 

Up the hill that separated our houses 
I could see my best friend’s sister sitting on her porch 
her phone’s silver antenna erect in the sunlight 

I can see you Darlene 

Flower pot ash tray blooms rotting menthol  
Her mother screeching Get off the phone! 

I can see you 

Blue tank top  
Black jeans  
Blonde mullet  
Black roots 
The Invisible Woman  
forced into the spectrum i always imagined her in 

Are you still there Darlene? 

Faggot was the answer on an open book quiz 
She didn’t need to study the way i looked at her brother  
I did all the work for her 



Do you like sucking dick 
you dick sucker? 

She stood up  
as casual as Faggot  
Raised her arms above her head and waved at me 

I see you too 



 

 

The computer stares at me 
like we are two ex lovers at a party full of 
people that neither of us have ever liked 

You know 

a party 

I have decided to accept my solitude 
like it is a friend who says vaguely  
homophobic things when they’re sober 
but sits on my lap when they’re drunk 

I miss you 

I have a terrible memory 
I do not mean my memory is decaying as I age 
I just mean 
it’s an asshole 

  



 

The least intense person at the party 

is having The Worst Night Ever 

for the nine hundred and forty seventh night in a row 

Their Facebook Wall is The Arlington Cemetery of Hope 

You would not believe the day they are having 

even though it sounds remarkably similar to Yesterday 

and was once confused at a party for Tomorrow 

There is no one at this party that hasn’t heard 

how this morning they ordered a bagel 

and some Inconsiderate Asshole served them an English Muffin instead 

Here is a recompensatory muffin top 

              a decisive waffle drizzled in so sorry syrup 

Here is the volume knob they swallowed when they were a child 

                                              May they use it 

                                                                          quietly 

Some wannabe savior offers a pretty glass hand grenade of advice 

                                         tells them it’s a pineapple 

We will be scraping the shards out of our hair for months 

We do not have as much hair as there will be shards 

Every room in this treehouse is someone’s idea of a stage 
Everyone appears to be  
auditioning for the role of Least Likely To Be Invited Back 



 

Beastly man 
Virgin huntress 
legend that 
Judas in the Bible 
hanged himself on. 
He stands for a betrayer 
—a skinning knife 
monster made of different parts 
God of doors that had 2 heads 
formalist — relation to title? 
sociological — sum up main points? 
painting 
river of the dead 
shorebird 
not too 
high, 
not too 
low 
consequences of childlike behavior → (indecipherable) 
copy animal’s abilities 
 
—King of the gods 
—cares 
—makes himself 
off as the victim 
—entertainer 
ladies man 
promotes 
peace 
promotes  
social 
interaction 
—fire center of attention 
—large disastrous fire 
—trickster 
—player 
—used many disgui — bull  
                                         shepherd 
                                         eagle 
Zeus = Jupiter 
—singing 



—thrumming 
—playful 
flirtation 
—goddess of 
marriage 
wife of 
Zeus 

—twins raised 
by wolves & are 
the founders of 
the city of ROME 
—nipples 
—a museum in flame 
}we start believing 
our lies 
he gets aroused 
—act of having weight 
Romulus 
kills 
Remus 
to her children 

necrophilius 
DEAD 
:City of the dead 
city 
Museum 
b/c that’s where 
all the artifacts 
are: The sarcophagi 
vials of ash, etc. 
—b/c its the 
city of angels 
wealth, & business 
is busy 
—partial shadow + an eclipse 
—egyptian god the end 
of the afterlife/death 
—a stone coffin 
—EARLY ARCheologists 

—a sailor that was always drunk 
traitor 
—A faun-like God 
of sheep & flock. 
He was in linked to 
God of Isis Thionisis 
Also known as the one 
that discovered music 
Greek God 



Of Lust 
[He made people fall 
in love (like Cupid)] 

—you are in 
on it. you’re 
part of the 
process 
—a poet 
—crazy love 
——difficult to define 
rampant 
}He wAs pAn 
being moved on 
—a RiveR 
(no control) 
a handsome, 
seductive, jealous 
maRRied man 
a nobleman 
frequently 
in love affairs. 
(mAnwhoRe) 

—wishes 
—intimacy 
—touch —sexual 
—longing 
—dry 
die > obstacle 
He desires 
For her to 
speak Of 
him 
intimately 
—wants  
to hear her 
say his 
name 
—obsession 
——battle 

             ? 

—Killing  
of Babies 
—mostly women 
female Babies 
T: women try to escape 
the fate lives they live 
——out of the dead 



curled milk — sour 

action of having sex 
—action of having sex 
—engage from  
—past...upbringing 
crazy? 
sounds? of sex? 
—condom? 
—cum? 
—virgin? 
—dildo? 
—porn? 
— 
—Americans —open to sex 
non-Americans—closed 
—sexual implication 
—pain reliever 
—enjoying 
—pleasure 

pain of last love 
death connotations, 
sin + temptation? 
→demon in the form 
of a man (indecipherable) woman 
to seduce one in dreams 
—not 1st time! 
→not pleasant 
→familiar scent 
→sex, intimacy 
}bold but 
afraid 
—abusive 
sun 
] 
→actress, model 
50s & 60s 
→art of 
Dadaism —. 
Surrealism 
—improper 
— 
most 
evil 
time 
(opposite 
3pm — 
most 
holy) 



—? 
→soul, (indecipherable) 
—inability to move on 
→dirty 
doves in chimney 
creator of 
—trap 
—found in chimney 
→fire, burning, 
escape,  
dirty 

secretive 
sneaky 
Traditional 
spAnish. 
Remedies 
—old person 
or 
old ways 
CHIldren  
or 
meN 



The second best part about sleeping with twenty year olds                                        
is that they can’t follow you into the bar  
when you have to drink away the shame of sleeping 
with someone who wasn’t even born when you got your driver’s license 

The best part is occasionally the sex but 
                             more often how you imagine the sex 
the first time they take their clothes off in front of you 

There is no third best part about sleeping with twenty year olds 

The joy of twenty year old sex is that you’re not doing it right 

The only joy of thirty-four year old sex is knowing better 

There is no one between the ages of twenty-four and fifty-seven  
who finds me attractive 
except the forty year old  
who e-mails me via the “dating site” with ads for come  
textured lubricant and hazing themed sex videos 

I do not know he is forty when he invites me out for drinks 
His profile picture is from The Clinton administration 
His flannel shirt is from The Cobain years 
He pronounces “bro” like it was designed to support his man-boobs 
He desires like he was nineteen 
but he fucks like he died in the womb 

The next man who e-mails me is exactly half his age 
He kisses like he knows my last name and wants to make it his 
       rehems my clothes until they fit him better than me 

I am a thrift store jacket 
         nothing anyone would mistake for new or fashionable 
but I might look wearable with the proper application of scissors 

I am too old to cut myself when I’m depressed 
The twenty year olds don’t know  
their judgment is not sharp enough to cut me either 

When we  
                  and this is no surprise to either of us  
                  break up 
I put on a pair of pants he doesn’t care enough to reclaim 

They fit 
but I look like an idiot 

Is this how he looked on me 
when we rested against each other on the subway? 
when he buttoned his tongue between my lips in the grocery store? 

Is this why we never took photographs? 



 

 

Someone outside is screaming 

But it might be in celebration 



 

It only takes two and a half double shots of whiskeys before the 
disappointed gods of my liver unleash a volcano of fistula 

My roommate tells me that 
you cannot have a liquid form of absence  
but he is on his fourth gin and tonic 
and nobody else was home for the first three 



 

The sound morning makes to steal you from dreams . Surprise . Every 

day the same surprise . A buzzing in your pocket . A howl in a forest 

when you do not live near a forest . A howl in a city that once was a 

forest . A nagging reminder that the day requires movement. A thing to 

snooze . A raised voice before you touch something hot . But  

everything’s burning these days . keep your hands to yourself . A red 

switch in a school for avoiding homework . To cause fear . sometimes 

when no danger is present . A bipartisan political ploy . An unethical 

journalism tactic . Tabloid sales booster . How can there always be a 

state of emergency . There is a state of emergency . moreso than the last 

time there was a state of emergency . The boy who cried wolf was 

actually being chased by wolves . but the old wolves were slow and 

elderly and we assumed they wouldn’t catch him . they caught him . but 

he lived. Now there are bigger wolves . Now the boy . injured in the last 

attack . is slower . The bells have been clanging for so long . it’s difficult 

to  remember to hear them 



 

  

1. She says . she says . she says . that she is losing what she says her 
memory was . because of her damned . she says . cell phone 2. It used to 
be . i needed to remember all of these numbers . everyone close and 
familiar was a seven digit . she says . nickname . If they moved away 
they became ten . she says . and easier to forget . Now everyone is a 
picture . if i remember to take it . she says . a ringtone . if i remember 
how those work . she says . but most often . i don’t answer my phone 
anymore . because i don’t know . she says . who anyone is  3. She says a 
lot of stupid shit 4. But maybe she’s right this time 5. She says also . that 
she misses landlines . rotaries both on the phone and the road . There’s 
something so satisfying . she says . about circles . How you never know 
when you’re finished with something . or when something is beginning 
6. She says she misses typewriters . even though all the letters are on the 
keyboard of a computer . that can remember things . that even 1980s 
typewriters couldn’t hold in their memory 7. That’s just it . she says . I 
don’t want to trust some machine . to remember how i felt . while I was 
typing a letter . I want to see the paper . She says . I want to see where I 
dented the paper . She says I want to see the stories . scars . as they 
happen . She says . I don’t want to watch it happen on some screen .  
wait for it to print out later 8. I say . You would have made a lousy x-
ray technician 9. She says something . she says . I can’t hear because . 
she says . newfangled phones are always breaking up 10. She says this 
over a 1992 barely cordless phone . where all the numbers have been 
fingered away 11. She doesn’t say fingered . of course . that’s my word . 
She doesn’t acknowledge the physically missing numbers on her phone . 
it’s the numbers in her memories she’s concerned with 12. She says . 
click click . she says static . she says something i can’t hear . because 
she’s moved too far away from the base 13. The call cuts out . which she 
will surely blame my cellphone for . though i will be using it to check my 
bank account . while she will be slamming her phone with her fist . 
pressing the useless buttons on the base 14. She will try and remember 
where she put the notebook with my phone number in it . because she 
can’t remember which button on her phone used to say Redial 



Good morning he says like How did I get here? 
Good morning I say like This again 

As we dress he tells me 
his father is wearing horizontal stripes and  
                                      leg chains this season which is  
                                      all the rage  
with men who wake up next to me  
                                           surprised that I’m still there 

I tell him that if you were to dissect me heart first  
                          during my autopsy 
                          I could still roll my eyes 

He says I’ll buy you dinner 

I say I’ve been dreaming of mockingbirds again 
                                                  how they sing in languages  
                                                           they don’t understand 
                                                                    listen to talk radio 
                                                                    vote party lines not issues 

He says I think my father is a mockingbird 
               I swear he sounded like he loved me once 

I say I wish had met you before 
your father settled at the back of your eye sockets  
but how can you love Joe Frazier 
without learning to understand Ali 

He says So dinner 

All my words go down the wrong pipe 
His eyes keep checking the door for a pulse 
This is the worst first date we’ve been on all week 

When the check comes prematurely and 
                                           higher than we were when we first shackled eyes 
he says Let’s throw the Jacuzzi out of the Winnebago  
which I think means dessert 

I say Why not just blow up the bathtub and  
                          pretend our addictions are cured 
which means I’m on a diet 

He can tell that 
communication lines between my mouth and my stomach  
have been in disrepair for longer than I should probably admit 

He asks What’s next for us? 

I say Let’s resuscitate our sorrows in cheap beer and 
                   forget all the names we’re terrified to call each other 



He says All my favorite bars are closed for the season of ever 

I ask When did this city start pulling up its pavement bloomers so early 

He says I’m pretty sure you can only call underwear ‘bloomers’  
               if they have floral print on them 
               faggot 

I study his face 
              like I’m getting my doctorate in Are You Fucken Kidding Me 

He laughs like I have never fucked a perfect into a mistake before  
                   like I yesterday fell off the boyfriend truck 

He says You’re sweet 
How about I call you sometime soon 
like the future is my home town 

I go back home to yesterday 
to scrub off my exhaustion 
because every time I yawned in front of him  
                he stared at my mouth like he 
                     was trying to calculate how much regret  
                                                                                   he could stuff in there 

When now comes 
I stare at my cellphone  
             like silence is my ringtone 
             like he will any moment decide to remake the mistake of us 
walk again through my door and kiss me  
like I mean it 



 

 

Good morning  
good  
morning good  
morning may  
i buzz you in may  
i buzz you in  
may i buzz you in security 
i work  
in security  
i work in security  
i work in smile  
it’s part of my job  
smile it’s part of my job  
smile  
it’s part of my job i don’t recognize  
you i don’t recognize 
you 
i don’t recognize you  
what is your name what 
is your name what 
is your name i asked you a question  
i asked you a question i asked  
you a question  
don’t sass  
me don’t sass me  
don’t sass me  
i’m sorry  
i’m sorry i’m sorry  
i’m going to have to  
ask you to leave i’m going to  
have to ask you to leave  
i’m gong to have to ask you to leave 



 

  

After you left . a pregnant cat showed up in the hall . of what was now 
my . and not our . apartment  

Assuming she belonged to the neighbors  . i shooed her into the hallway  

She climbed in through the window  

I carried her down to their apartment . but they weren’t home . it was too 
hot to shut the window . you’d busted the screen before you left  

The next morning . i found the cat licking at the faucet . what was now 
my . and not our . landlady didn’t care enough to fix  

I put her out in the hallway . only to find her on my bed . when i got out 
of the shower . I called her Rebound . I had to shut all the windows . to 
go to work . she would follow me all the way to the bus stop  

When the neighbors knocked on my door . accusing me of being a 
negligent cat owner . i started knocking on the doors . of all the people in 
the neighborhood . who couldn’t be bothered to learn my name either . 
Nobody claimed her  

She followed me to the parking lot of the grocery store . when i 
surrendered to flea collar . to wholesale size bag of cat food . to cat 
shampoo . to the hardware store . where i engraved Rebound and my 
phone number . on a tin heart . I surrendered to a litterbox . two boxes of 
litter . I surrendered to cat nip . mice . plastic balls with bells inside . 
because for a week she’d slept across my hip . because she purred when i 
got home from work . because when my father came to visit . i tried to 
introduce them . she clung and hissed for me to protect her . from a 
stranger who would never dream of hurting her  

She was not in my house when i set up the litterbox . filled a bowl with 
water and a bowl with food . She was not in my house the next day . 
when i kicked the jingly ball back and forth across the kitchen . She was 
not in my house . when i called the cheap vet clinic . because i wasn’t 
entirely sure if she was pregnant . or if her stomach was wriggling with 
worms  

After three days of mice eating her hairball control kibble . me kicking 
over her water bowl . in the dark of the without you . the landlady came . 
to help show the apartment . told me how . since no one really owned 
her . she’d taken Rebound to the shelter . while i was at the grocery store  

She wasn’t there when i took a cab to the shelter  

The very nice woman behind the counter . wouldn’t make eye contact . 
when she told me . she didn’t remember ever seeing the cat i described  



The landlady offered to pay the fees . if i would just choose another cat 
from the shelter  

Instead . i spent a month . leaving a full dish of food and water on the 
porch . fattening the cats who already had homes . and would never be 
caught sneaking into mine  

  



    

  

Abandon and abandonment  
An ear for vacuuming pop culture and  
                                         slang from other generations  
                                         identities not fully compatible with our tongues  

Uncommon sense  

Shoulders  

Our parents’ confusion  

Never knowing what to say  
Saying it anyway  

An array of hats  

Plaid and everything that clashes with plaid  
Lobster claws for cavity searches  
Such senses of humor  

The ability to see common ground in areas clearly marked no trespassing 
The desire to loose our tongue in areas clearly marked no trespassing   

Trespass  

A belief in borders  

Neighborhoods without fences but cities with painted lines  

Not stars  
We are not imagination  

We language imagination  

We speak for a we that does not have a singular voice  
We are made of nothing  

I am not queer because i was a gift for barren parents  
Sora would not be straight if his mother had lived  
Wyatt would not have dressed more accountant if he had less sisters 
Corey’s pronouns would still be corey’s pronouns  
if there was no church in their shadow   

It is so tempting to believe our bones are fortified tragedy  
We grew strong  
Invasive species thriving on the coast of straight  
Pilgriming inland to the heartland  
Fish with legs  
Mammals with feathers  
Divine mistakes of evolution   

 

 



Faggots are made of blame and fear  
                                      A lack of science  
                                      The myth of history  
                                      Aging  

Loving the people the world is afraid to love  

Glowsticks and wrestling tights  
Painted nails and shaved heads  
Manifestos  
Lists of incongruous stereotypes  

Such musical anger  

A pot of boiling realizations  

Disappointment in the people we try to love and try to be  
The death of casual heartache  
The chalk outline of puritanism  
Blood so pure it could kill  

A vocabulary of distance  
Optimistic hyperopia  
More heart than genitals   

Faggots are not faggots  
We are more than reclaiming the hard gs of outdated taxonomy  

We are not made of looking for conflict  
                     Spotlight fuckers  
                     Lip synching the gender  
                     Karaoking the rebellion  

We are not we are nots  

We are waiting for a textbook understanding  
                                                       that was checked out last century and 
                                                                is so past due  
that religion has decided to pretend they never borrowed it  

We are not alone in waiting  
We never want to be alone  

We grow up believing the ghost story of our wrong  
                                         the fables of our impending solitude  
We adolesce into camouflage or sequins  

We do not sleep for fear of dreaming incorrectly  

We are human  

Humans are made of humanity  
It must be driven from us by our ancestors’ ignorance  
A learned fallacy  
A typo in the owner’s manual of our hearts  
 



 

  

A series of tubes and muscles the size of a tennis ball . An excuse factory . 
Poetic term meaning brain . The hub of decision making . Art with an h 
that is not only not silent but also never shuts up . A metronome . The 
most important part of a city according to the people who finance 
tourism . The innermost piece of lettuce that usually ends up in the sink . 
Oh yes the pain the pain that it causes that can not possibly be blamed 
on any other organ of the body . Flooder of open wounds and tear ducts . 
The piece of meat romanticized as important and yet we are much more 
likely to eat the ribs designed to protect it . A bird in a cage on a hipster 
tshirt . A tattoo designed for archery practice . A twee verb synonymous 
with like . The shape of a two hands when joined by the upper knuckles 
of the fingers and the pads of the thumbs . Fragile noun intended to 
imply focus . The part of the body most often crossed when lying . Organ 
routinely hidden when one is pledging allegiance to something sinister . 
An athletic term often confused for strength . Despite the weapon what 
is always the real cause for bleeding  



An hour and a half into the silence . nobody in the square . the computer 
is on but muted . haircuts move their dental surgery up and down . 
conjecture . conjecture . a lack of facts. 

Someone upstairs is woodpeckering the floor 

Plan B 

A hair salon called Plan B 

When all else fails . consider going there . they have a dog . they clog 
dance all day . they have wheelie chairs and no customers . thus they can 
spend all their non-clog dancing time . rolling back and forth . like a cat 
toy on a ship . sailing through rough seas . a ship staffed entirely by loud 
talking gum chewers . who can neither cut hair . nor sail properly . to be 
employed by a Plan A salon 

This is why i am usually playing music . but it is now the void of music 
time . now is the waiting time . now I cut up boxes . rearrange the 
window display . waiting for anything to happen 

Rollllllllllllllllllll . tap tap tap tap tap . Rollllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll. tap tap 
tap tap tap tap tap tap tap . Rolllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 

Tiny dog yip 



Paw-locked otters float through dreamtime not to be adorable but 
to make sure they don’t lose each other in sleep 

Lions surviving to impotence 
are excommunicated from their pride 
with only their youngest sons to accompany them in exile 

Humans trust their Wikipedia Gospel 
more than their own senses  
Their most favored knowledge belongs to the second hand 

You 
fallible mammal 
were the only moleskin in a workshop full of laptops  

When i opened the floor to silence 
You were the only question 

The prompt was 
use a little known fact about animals  
as a central metaphor for a poem 

You inhaled nicotine and pronounced dog 
in such a way that i knew 
its trail led to peanut butter urban legend 

Instead you said your lover fucked you werewolf 
                               now you watch every man’s teeth for points  
               you were staring at my mouth as you said this 

I smiled 

Giraffes don’t take to photography as occupation or subject 

You said National Geographic insists swans mate for life 

I shrugged banana slugs 
                    hermaphroditic lovers who chew 
off each other’s genitals after copulation 

Your eyes were fifty hornets killing 
the five thousand bees in mine 

Banana slugs? You asked 

When a wombat is being chased 
it squeezes its cartilage into a tight hole in the ground  
    waits for the predator to try and wriggle around it 
at which point it donkeys its legs against the hunter’s head  
                                                            until the predator dies 

 

 



I’ve never seen a banana slug 
        never held two in my hands as they cannibalized each other  
I do not know if I believe this horrible truth about their love 
no matter what I’ve seen on Youtube  
I’ve never met a swan who wasn’t a complete asshole 

Humans aren’t great with taxonomy 
                 spent generations calling dinosaurs reptiles 

I don’t know which one of us is wombat and  
                        which one predator 
I would rather trust years of scientific lies 
than spend a single day documenting others’ behavior 

This is how I am becoming human again 

I am becoming human again 
You can see it in my teeth 



 

 

 

There are people who can smile through any situation . I wish I was one 
of them . I wish I could smile as obliviously as the woman across from 
me as she reaches across the table and touches My hand . You aren’t 
really Gay Adam . she says . You’re just Lonely 

I wish I was Lonely right now . I say . without smiling 

She laughs . where do You fit on the Kinsey scale 

I say. I don’t . too many cupcakes . too many nights apparently not Gay 
enough  

but you’re so Witty . She says 

Witty is an island on the other side of the planet from Fuck You . but I 
own a boat 

She cliffs notes My face . if You’re such an Expert on Being Gay . tell Me 
about It 

I say . imagine The Ocean . She closes Her eyes . as though vision 
inhibits dreaming . I say . scoop a handful of water to Your lips . She 
reaches for Her vodka . I know there is no saving Her from Herself . now 
what does The Ocean taste like 

She says salty . laughs . wet . I say be more specific . She sips Her vodka 
again and shrugs 

The Ocean tastes like marlins rotting . dolphins breaching . lobsters who 
age and age but aren’t chemically designed to die without predators . The 
Ocean tastes like predators . like You and Your vodka . like kelp thrown 
on the beach . reswallowed the next tide . like water is a bird . and The 
Land is Her young . like every grain of rice You couldn’t stomach . The 
Ocean is rotting wood . is bloated human flesh . is dinosaurs . is amoeba . 
tastes like the scented ring around Your kitchen trash bags . like too 
much petroleum . like viking sperm . The Ocean tastes more like 
imagination than anything You’ve ever tongued . like Immeasurable . 
like read a book . The Ocean tastes like You can’t label the taste of The 
Ocean based on one handful of water . like stop judging Me by sitcoms . 
like let’s have a Real Conversation . and sure . salty . and why not . wet 

Her scowl really brings out the selfish in Her eyes . She says . don’t 
lecture me . and I . can you believe it . smile . but I’m so witty 

too many cupcakes . icing on the nose . She swallows and swallows . 
more vodka . Her best friend’s small dog and large patience . Her 
dwindling circle of head nodders . She sighs and She sighs and She 
sighs . why are you people always so defensive around me 



 

 

You think . It doesn’t matter yet . That’s the way we knew it was going 
to be . it was always going to start with them in the lead 

A dog yips in the background 

Still . though . that nineteen represents a large amount of people who 
think a racist . xenophobic . homophobic . misogynist . economic failure 
of a trust fund baby . who repeatedly says Fuck everyone but me . I am 
the only person in the world who matters . but trust me . looking out for 
me means looking out for me . I mean looking out for you . The check is 
in the mail . I won’t come on your face . I’d never cheat on you . This is a 
heat rash . I’m allergic to latex . and it just doesn’t feel the same . You 
know I’d never hurt you though . right ? Maybe a little on your face . 
I’m honest . Not like those crooked non-white non-millionaires . I won’t 
come in your eyes though . ok . maybe one of them . I’m honest . I could 
come in both your eyes . you’d still love me . This man has enough 
people who believe in him that he isn’t completely shut out . That’s 
disheartening 

I wish I could believe it was an issue of education or class . that people 
are either stupid or entitled 

Let’s be real . most actually entitled white people recognize that speech . 
might say it themselves . but won’t trust another person who says it . 
most people not given access to a common education know what bullshit 
smells like 

Any number over zero is not stupidity . it is not privilege . it is . pure and 
simple . hate. It is either hate of people who look different . people who 
look so different . that you’re willing to put your faith in someone who 
clearly has never had anything in common with you . other than your 
skin color . maybe your filthy fucken mouth . or hatred of a woman ( and 
I get it she’s untrustworthy . . . I agree . . . but he is precisely the same 
type of untrustworthy . but in a more egregious manner . There is no 
negative quality of her actions or beliefs . that he does not share . What 
she is willing to bomb . he is eager to nuke . What she is willing to 
appropriate . he is eager to steal . murder . and claim he invented ) Any 
number more than zero is unacceptable 

These are definitely unacceptable times 



 

 

The grey hair weeding out of my left arm has red roots  
so everything I know about aging and hair is wrong  
You’re supposed to have to dye the roots to match the tips 

My body is a clock with dying batteries  
that someone set ten years fast  
when I was sixteen  
in anticipation of my inconsistent metronome 

When I was thirty-two           
Gabe was thirty-six but                     
told everyone he was twenty-seven                                             
because he believed numbers were fluid  
If you judged people like you were fifty           
           ate like you were thirty-five           
           fucked like you were twenty-two           
           did drugs like you were seventeen           
           lied about your age like you were thirty-one  
then subtracting nine years from your age  
in a room full of people  
who’ve watched you drink yourself rapist for twelve years  
suggests that numbers are less fluid 
                                                 more gas 

I am thirty-eight  
and I love like no one taught me basic math  
I live like a chalkboard full of calculus in a first grade classroom  
I speak like I understand the variables of language 

The word wise has so many contradictions  
that the idea of wisdom should be pulled out of our mouths                                                                  
like the teeth named after it 

I believe when I am forty 
                 I will change the locks on all my opinions 
                 I will live every day like 
                 it’s the last first for the rest of my life 
                 I will still have an atlas for a world I’ll never see 

I think  
declaring what I think will happen at a certain age  
is the sort of thing someone with an age would say 

I think aphorisms are anchovies on the melting sherbert of wisdom  
I think hypocrisy looks comfortable in those shoes  
I think what I think is a footnote to a statistic nobody asked for 

 

 



It is easier to greyface generic wisdom 
                                         than to admit I am still too broken doorknob                   
                                                  to tell love I knew his name and                                              
                                                                         wish he would choose a side                                      
of the doorframe to declare residence 
                                to confess I barely know where I live or                                                        
                                                                             how I got here 

 



You have to do something else to occupy your mind 

The rolling has stopped 
The upstairs people have gone home 

Why not go home? 
you think 
Why not allow yourself to get distracted by something frivolous 
How bad 
you don’t think 
could it possibly get if you don’t pay attention? 



The best of intentions sometimes leave their native land to learn about 
other cultures and improve the lives of other people . It is worthy of note 
but not maybe applause  

If the best of intentions are traveling to learn . I wish them education . 
and wisdom . and peace . and whatever other vague intangible concept 
they desire . that doesn’t come at the expense of anyone else 

But if the best of intentions are traveling to learn . they should be more 
eager to come back with facts than stories . Percentages of homeless 
children in Zambia . how they can be housed . rather than how the best 
of intentions saw a homeless child and gave them their granola bar  

The best of intentions’ travelogues read in paragraphs of entitlement . 
stanzas of condescension . Even when the narrator believes they are at 
eye level . the pesky nose gets in the way . and they end up looking down 

Do you believe these people ( not we people . not us . not where the best 
of intentions are from ) live without this thing that the best of intentions 
all take for granted ? Isn’t that stunning ? Haven’t the best of intentions                      
educated themselves to how better the world is where they’re from? 
Surely . anyone without this thing is leading an inferior life . Not a 
different life . or maybe they do call it a different life . The gods must be 
crazy . See how they are not patronizing . merely sharing cultural 
differences . Don’t they deserve biscuits . or cookies . or wafers . or 
whatever baked flour and sugar is called where the best of intentions are 
from 

The best of intentions should be writing almanacs . not manuscripts . 
They should be hanging out in government offices . talking about 
solutions . instead of telling humorous anecdotes in bars 

I have the best of intentions when i meet someone . I want them to be a 
person . not a series of stories i tell . to get other people to like me . See 
how entertaining i am ? Do you believe that person ( not me . not us . not 
someone involved in the conversation who could offer an opposing 
view ) did that thing that i and we would clearly never do?  

I should be speaking to them . not about them . But sometimes the best 
of intentions can’t help themselves . They must share . I saw this 
different thing . I experienced this cultural discord that is humorous 
hopefully from both perspectives . See how it makes me human . How 
thoroughly human . to strip someone else’s humanity away . in an 
attempt to appear more human . to other humans  



Three of my exes . men who love men . men without jobs . men without 
jobs who love men with jobs . post classist memes in support of 
politicians who hate them for four different dehumanizing reasons . only 
one is envy .  I wonder . does someone have to be stupid to love me . or 
just lack self awareness 

You tell me about your loneliness . how it tastes the same no matter 
which continent you land on . how it waves goodbye when your new 
strangers invite you out for drinks . but then . there it is waiting for you 
at the bar . already tipsy and calling your name 

My worst ex . wrecking ball . pluto . defective tube in a neon sign . 
fictional land i once believed home . keeps finding work and lovers like 
they are pennies . and he lives in a fountain at the center of a naive 
village 

I wish he were lonelier than us 

Ugh . lonely . Destitute of companionship . isolated . even when 
surrounded by people . society . a raft of hands . Lonely . The condition 
of self-exile . The song on everyone’s lips when the lights go out 
unexpectedly . The most common word in a realist’s vocabulary . A drink 
with no recipe . You when we met . Me when we met . Us when we were 
together  

How were we ever any of this without each other 

 



always approaching pants from the west and shirts from the east before 
getting dressed . a liter of soda a day to ward off the tooth fairy . 
something to do when your brain is too agonized to function . sleeping 
with exes . a term that non-addicts use to describe addiction . like 
chemical dependency was born of boredom and not terror . the repetitive 
act of living . wearing good clothes to church and ripped jeans to do 
yardwork . habit is how you are dressed . not how others see you as 
dressed . a habit is something you can control . it is not an addiction . no 
one has ever neglected to pick up their children from daycare so they 
could chew their fingernails . which habits are bad depend on a point of 
view . addiction helps no individual but helps industries and 
corporations . a nun’s costume . belief structures handed down from 
your ancestors that actively hurt you and the people you care about . 
blaming yourself or blaming everyone but yourself . going to work when 
it no longer fulfills you or pays you enough to be happy . a cheap attempt 
at ritual . a passionless exercise in passionless exercise . this again . 
familiarity over satisfaction . taking self-inventory without any intent of 
changing . the way plants hang or grow . a holding pattern . a function 
served by rote and not usefulness . believing the people who look most 
like you . trusting or distrusting people by their positions of power 
instead of their words . running a mile every morning to avoid thinking 
about your dreams  



 

He thought . because i never mentioned it . that i did not notice the 
scars . How he drifted to the opposite coast of the bed . before crying his 
own stupid ocean away from me 

History books are edited conversations . biased documentaries . based 
on generations of unreliable narrators 

He had scars . I don’t remember precisely how they constellated . His 
body shook .  but i don’t remember the rhythm . I do not think the bed 
was too vast for comfort 

Every supermarket is frozen food . refrigerated juices . pet supplies and 
paper products . cereal aisle . juice and soda . canned goods . 
Generations atlased out a logical progression of aisles . that i have never 
bothered to understand . but have learned to expect 

I don’t remember the colors of his eyes . what he was wearing . whether 
his hair was topiary or accident the first time we lazed our eyes at each 
other . Sure the pattern of his chain link spine into my chest i 
remember . July 3rd at the pool . where he thought he saw his mother in 
my back yard 

There were probably fireworks too . I could tell you they reflected in his 
eyes . because they must have . That’s how eyes refract or reflect  

Our understanding of anatomy was so wrong that summer .  as we 
pushed our bodies into something we never understood . but whose 
absence is still always laid out . when i search my bed for the promise of 
sleep 



 

A pattern drawn between stars in an attempt to fill the sky with 
narrative . A way to imply the importance of a relationship or body 
without actually mentioning a deity’s name . It’s tough to find a patch of 
sky that isn’t filled with various sizes of dippers . A hint at illumination . 
though the source may have died long before we recognized it . The urge 
to find science beautiful merely because we can’t explain it . A chaos we 
choose to see as compass   

 



A method of charting the desires of someone you love but who may not 
love you back . The construction of a person’s personality based on what 
a poet wants from them . The way one extrapolates a person’s skin 
without having seen it . The study of atlases without shoulders . I am so 
lost without another person to judge my distance from . Don’t substitute 
Google Maps for this term . Use in place of the noun map even though it 
is actually associated with the verb form . Producing drafts of fictional 
freckles on a person whose actual constellation of freckles you should 
never learn . Often used with constellation . Employed by a poet who 
suggests they understand patterns . although they don’t seem to 
recognize their pattern of objectification . or how uncomfortable the 
subject is to find out they’re writing poems about their body or desires . 
Results more in exes than in x marks . The art of charting a person place 
or thing whose patterns were long ago graphed by other explorers . The 
technique of explaining to others how you think you understand a 
concept . merely because you’ve been over it so many times it feels like 
you created it   



I am sweeping the crumbs of you off my bed 
I am sweeping the empty like a birthday party magician 
I am sweeping the piles of skin to the floor 
Fertilizing the carpet 
which will grow dozens of versions of you every spring 
None of them quite as you 
but all of them the same fragile 

I am claiming the center of the bed 
                          neutral territory 
          sweeping the empty of me into the stitch ridges 

I am not taking sides in the shadowing of blame 

I am mining the dresser for the last silt of you 
See how we are not entirely the bed 
though that’s where it always starts 

I am opening the window to diffuse the smell of you 
I am opening the window to remember there is always outside 
I am opening the window to call in birds 
to pick your skin out of the carpet 
but the birds are afraid of my inside 

I am emptying the refrigerator of all the food you like 
even if I bought it for myself 
I don’t ever again want to taste a thing that brought you joy 

I am overreacting 

I am regretting the lemon meringue in the trash 
I am thirsty for the apple juice 
I think you only drank apple juice because I bought it anyway 
Why am I letting you vinegar my apple juice? 

I am checking the drawers for what’s missing 
I don’t remember precisely what was mine and what was yours 
I don’t remember precisely which us I am trying to forget 
I don’t know if that means I am successful in the forgetting 
There is a beanstalk in my bedroom 
There is a beanstalk  
that can not possibly have grown from your skin cells 
There is a beanstalk that some errant bird must have planted 
while I was busy in the kitchen 

There can not possibly be a beanstalk in my bedroom 
because this is an apartment 
                           in a city 
                           in the twenty-first century 
and I am lactose intolerant and devoid of cows and magic 



I go to sleep 

I wake up to bats and am not dreaming 
I wake up to bats circling a beanstalk and am not dreaming 
I am covering my head under blankets 
no bats no bats no bats 
no beanstalk 
bats no beanstalk 
no batstalk 
no stalking bats 

There is a cyclone of bats in my doorway 
The only escape is up the beanstalk 

Why should I escape? 
Why should I follow some mystery out of my home? 
Why shouldn’t I just live on this bed until morning 
                                              until the bats retreat out the window 
                                              until this bed is mine 
                                                        I say mine again 

Morning sneaks in through the window while I am 
                                   searching for the thinning veil of bats 
Morning sneaks in through the window like he is you 
Morning sneaks in through the window  
                                   and I pretend I haven’t been waiting for him 
Morning sneaks in through the window but halts at the beanstalk 
Morning hates fairy tails 
Morning likes literal 
Morning likes just say what you want 
Morning rolls its clouds at the very idea of beanstalks 
Morning shoos the last bat to the attic of a neighbor’s house 
Morning sees me eyeing him 
                 shrugs  
                 boulders next to me on the bed 

No more reason to sneak 
Morning knows it is caught 
Morning doesn’t care 
Morning knows we are both different every time we see each other 
Morning doesn’t care 
Morning withers the beanstalk to husked leaves that fertilize the carpet 
Morning doesn’t know what to call you either 
but its being there sometimes is enough  



The minimum amount of water to cross a desert . A satisfactory amount 
of people who care about you enough that suicide seems selfish . 
Hopefully your paycheck . But probably not your paycheck . What you 
shout at your depression when it is too sufficient . too efficient . The 
volume of words to express yourself . to someone you don’t like . but has 
power over you . Some days oxygen . Some nights music . An imaginary 
quantity of being desired . accepted . missed .  A value of want you can 
not achieve . even when you’ve achieved it . Time in a day . A unit of 
temporal measurement simultaneously excessive and insufficient to 
spend with family . There are too many hours in a year . but not ample 
years in a lifetime  



 

Don’t breathe or this will all disappear. 



I.  

The stairs don’t skin  
They deskin  
Your skin on some stair  
But inertia  

The bottom is coming  
Laugh at the innuendo  

Ouch  
The lobby is barren  
Drops of your blood  
Keep running  

The green room  
The mirror  
Your face is no worse than before the stairs  

Another staircase  
Up this time  
Up  

No more falling  

The music is vamp  

You enter  
They do not ask about the blood  
The blood makes sense  

The audience  

You sing  
You die on stage  
It’s scripted  

They pack you in the empty Coke machine  

Roll back out  
Descend the stairs  
Safely  
Slowly  

Off comes the jacket  
The chain catches on Ow 

Your knees a planetarium  

Another actor comes downstairs  
Lost in the planetarium  
Fetch the solarcaine  

 



The rest of the show you’re someone else  
Scheduled for wheelchair  
Blanket over your fishnetted lap and legs  

One more up the stairs  
One more down Paced  
You hit your marks  
You hit your notes  
Your planetarium is stunning in hot pink fishnets  

The lobby  
The crowd  
The cute guy from the audience  
You chose him  
You mocked him  
You touched his ears  
His mother -oh god- his mother?  
His mother takes a picture of you  
Him glasses  
Him black pants  
Him pressed shirt  
Him teeth so can opener  
You hot pink fishnets  
No wheelchair  
Teeth still remember the shape of braces  
Expensive teeth  
Retainer lost  
They are starting to drift to unique  

Him college  

-whew-  

You college  
Same college  
One month  

You maybe  
Him see ya  

You undressing room  
Mirror too much lipstick  
Hair looks like gravity suspended  
Maybe him see ya  

  

II.  

You are not an immediate pedestal . though he steps on you . didn’t tell 
anyone how you touched him when you met . how you misread your 
course schedule . walked into him playing hacky-sack . The ’90s hit you 
on your chest . you let it roll down . rest on your shoe . There are so 
many feet between you . your heart a jam band. you’ll stop listening to it 
in a few years.  



III.  

You meet someone else . He smells like a jam band . but looks like 
Maybe  

You do not touch him . anywhere . You invite him to your birthday . your 
21st birthday . It’s karaoke night at your usual bar . where no one is 
allowed to tell the bartender you’re just turning twenty-one  

Lightning . Literal lightning . The kitchen is The Library of Alexandria . 
There is a hard rain falling from every sprinkler in the ceiling . Karaoke 
is finally ruined by something other than bros  

Your acting professor offers his favorite bar . You follow . because his 
directions make no sense . A bar across from the lot where you bought 
your current car . The only building there has blacked out wind — oh  

  

IV.  

Piano  
The instrument  
The noise level  

Your classmates  
Dancing  
The only dancing  
The only under forty  
You dancing  

You’ve got great rhythm  
Pity you don’t know what to do with it  

Your professor  
Your glancing at Maybe  
Your dancing  
He saw you glancing at Maybe  

Five drinks  
Maybe more than glancing  

Shrug  
Walk to bar  

Sixth drink  
Fifty year old somebody stranger  

Shot  
Tequila  
Done  
Don’t see Maybe  

Drink seven  

 

 



Dance to classmates  
They are kool-aid in tap water  
This whole bar is you colored  
But you can’t see anyone you recognize  

Dance  

Somebody twirls you  
Maybe the front door  
Maybe exit  

Line dancing now  
Achy Breaky Heart  
Right Vine  
Brush  
Forward Heel Touch  
Forward Heel Touch  
Back Toe Touch  
Back Toe Touch  
Left Vine  
Quarter Turn  

Left  

  

V.  

 

You and Hacky Sack start a poetry journal . You and Maybe work at a              
renaissance faire . Your house has two beds . One for you. One for the 
men you’re afraid to sleep with . On your twenty-second birthday . 
you’ve still told neither of them a thing about your heart . They don’t 
know your first real boyfriend died . a month before you met them . They 
don’t know . that on the nights they don’t sleep over . you go online and 
fail to love anyone . You have failed so many people who came back  

You invite them both over for drinks . discover they went to high school         
together.  Maybe thinks Hacky Sack is great . Hacky Sack tells you 
Maybe bullied him in high school . At least . you think . if they’re both 
gay . or bi . or whatever anyone is . they are unlikely to fuck each other 
and not you . You selfish . You stupid. Them straight . ish. But straight to 
you.  

Maybe knows . before you come out to him . Tries to fix you up with 
irritating gay friend . Apologizes . for assuming all gay people would like 
all other gay people . even though you haven’t explicitly used the word 
gay . just said that you loved him . He knew. 



You spend a month with Hacky Sack . at a new college . He hasn’t left 
you . He has moved . He sort of took you with him . Four hour trips . 
twice a month . Peacocks in the schoolyard . Bad poetry . Terrible 
poetry . A girl in his class whose meter is so off . you know Hacky Sack 
must love her . He loves her . She hates you . He loves you . but not like 
that . She hates you . like that . She knows . He doesn’t . She calls you 
faggot . Nobody calls you that . You don’t even know how to react . They 
fight . You sleep in your car . He knocks on your window . You sleep in 
his room . She sleeps in her room . Nobody touches anyone . They break 
up  

She says pregnant . They back together . They fuck . They fuck . They 
fuck . She confesses never pregnant . They fight . They break up . She 
says pregnant again . You call her liar . You misogynist . You never liked 
her . You sabotage . But no . she not pregnant this time either . You drive 
home . He calls you . He drives to your home . You get high . You watch 
The Wizard Of Oz . while listening to Pink Floyd’s Dark Side Of The 
Moon . You cliché . Him cliché . You put your arm around him . He leans 
in to your arms . You happy . Him drive back to school . Him e-mail . 
Doesn’t call you faggot . Implies it . Never speaks to you again.  

Maybe calls . drives to your home . puts arms around you . Not into you . 
Friend . Offers to start bullying Hacky Sack for real . You laugh . at him . 
at self . at laughter.  



 

 

The worst thing someone ever said to me in bed  
who I then went back and slept with again was  
You’re better than my brother 

When his mother called and invited me to dinner  
I said No, thank you 

The worst pick up line I have ever heard that worked anyway 
was Are those your eyes in your pocket or —  
                                                                                   Fuck 

The bridge from first glance to first kiss is made of stutters 

I ask the raised eyebrow across the table what he does for a living  
He tells me he’s an art curator 

I say Really 
          because you know 
          I’m a work of art 

He puts down his drink 
His eyebrow is now on the back of his neck 
Well 
         unless you’re old and in need of repair 
         I’m not interested 

I say 
         It’s your lucky night 

It is not my lucky night 
All of the dice are coming up marbles  
Every stray glance has been rounded up and taken to the pound 

The worst thing I’ve ever said in bed was  
Just because I took you home doesn’t mean I’m lonely 

That one came back 
because he knew I was lying 



 

You have friends in every state that disappoints you 



 

No one will greet you at the Greyhound station 

Manhattan will flip from handshake to donation?  

Chicago: angelless snow pile 

In ten years 
you won’t remember where you stopped  
between Chicago and Montana 
Only that it was smaller even than Hyannis  
And a professor will one day ask 
Why even name Hyannis in your writing?  
Say Cape Cod 
People know Cape Cod 

Montana will be dust and cheap trinkets 

Then Seattle 

You will arrive backpacked and necksore  
Your new cell phone won’t buzz 

There will be nothing familiar about Seattle  
except the sensation of panic 

When there is no one smiling for you  
You will call the only acquaintance with a Washington state area code 
He will hang up on you mistaking you for his ex-boyfriend 

When he calls back a half hour later partial apologetic 
shopping at a grocery store in Houston Texas  
you will wish crying was an option but 
your eyes will be Montana 



My cousin caught a Lickitung while the tennis balls pummeled 
the pillows in the industrial dryer 

Avoiding writing music is a full time job he says 
moving his head with the air fluff’s gentle tossing 

I am chewing the generically lettered 
                          candies from the peanut butter cookie dough cone 

My receipts laid out on the table 

I don’t know why you bother with taxes my cousin 
who doesn’t want to be identified in my writing and isn’t even 
                                           related to me 
          says You don’t drive anymore 
                   You don’t have kids to school 
                   You’re never sick 
                   Fuck the system 
                                                  man 
Save up your cash and go to (censored in case I decide to move there) 

I’m not sure I like peanut butter cookie dough in a cone 
with confetti swirls 
But I also don’t enjoy doing laundry or 
                                        paying taxes 
I’m pretty sure my current lifestyle depends on me 
doing things I’ve never liked 
                        in places I never imagined 
                                                                         would exist 



 

 

During the longest road trip of our us 
all of the cassettes devolve into Tom Waits albums 

Paul’s Boutique by Tom Waits 
Purple Rain by Tom Waits and The Revolution 
Tom Waits Sings Taylor Swift’s 1989  
                     If It Had Been Written By Tom Waits 

The last song we heard that wasn’t a dirge 
                                           was back in Cleveland 
There’s no reason to remember Cleveland fondly 

It was less than a mile from The Rock & Roll Hall Of Fame 
            when a confused Wal-Mart cashier accidentally 
                                                                            stole my driver’s license 
which is why I’ve spent the intervening thirty-five years 
riding shotgun 
while my understandably frustrated cohort 
smokes his way through fifty-eight packs of Nefuckenbraska 

If they’ve named a single thing in this state besides Omaha 
it’s not been made public knowledge 
so I don’t know where we were when 
the cop pulled us over for not being from Nebraska 

Colorado was fine 
There were places there and 
                     people we knew 

We were unprepared for Wyoming 
Some angry thunder god struck the cassette deck dead 
                                              wrenched a wiper from the windshield 
                                              wind tunneled the doors shut 
so that they stuttered the hinges when reopened 

I spent the remainder of our whiskey fund 
on what I hoped was enough 
Gorilla Glue to piece the car back together 
I know there was not enough whiskey in the state to repair us 

The storm was so strong 
They barricaded the highway and we had to head back to Colorado 

I have now been in Wyoming the same way I’ve been in love 
                               within the borders but not long enough to 
orient myself to the surroundings 

It was too late to find another route to Salt Lake City 
which was our destination 

 



We never planned to go to Wyoming 
It was just in the way 

But it was also too early to want to go back 
                                                           to Colorado 
                                                           familiar geography 
                           other people who know who we aren’t 

I am growing weary of road trips 
I’m not saying i wanted to die in Wyoming but  
i wouldn’t have minded prospecting  
the doldrums of the least populated state 
while the storm of the world 
raged on the other side of the barricade 

Am i alone in this? 

Between static and silence 
The car radio says to go back to 
the safety of our lives 

I only feel 
safe in the swirling 
chaos of the unfamiliar 

So love 
So Wyoming 
So a place to acclimate to 
     the carnival dirge of us 



While we at the society do 
empathize with what 
mr stone believes is something 
akin to a love life We can not support his statement 
that when his cardiologist 
(sigh) 
greets him in the examination room 
all of his unspoken desire 
turns his blood to magma and 
pushes his heart out of his chest 
until he notices the wedding ring 
and his entire body turns to cold stone 

Then he starts talking about 
ice cream for several stanzas 
but that’s not our affair 

Forgetting that the temperature of blood is 
a near constant and that for it to reach a point 
where it could melt and reform the chest cavity 

— Not ribcage mr stone 
Never ribcage — 

He would certainly die 
and not from embarrassment as he suggested 

The real issue is that blood temperature  
metaphors are horribly cliché 
And that according to our detailed medical records 
mr stone hasn’t seen a cardiologist since 
the age difference would make said poem 
incredibly creepy



We were pleased  
that in the second attempt to write a poem 
about a landmark in Wyoming 
mr stone focused on how devil’s tower isn’t  
even the proper name That 
the name devil’s tower comes from an inept white dude 
mistranslating the word bear as bad god 
And that anyone still referring to the rock as devil’s tower 
is showing complete disrespect to the many 
indigenous tribes who worship at the location known as 
bear’s lodge by the crow tribe 
bear’s tipi by the arapaho 
bear peak by the cheyenne or 
grizzly bear’s lodge by the lakota 

We were hoping that after giving the proper names 
for the landmark referred to as devil’s tower by 
the national park service 
(never trust anything with the acronym nps) 
mr stone might turn his attention to 
the tribes’ various legends 

Instead he started talking about 
how he doesn’t appreciate 
how the queer community refers to his body type as bear 
and he takes umbrage with the encyclopedia show twice 
asking him to speak on the subject of bears 
forgetting that 
in fact 
the encyclopedia show asked him to talk about a large rock 
and that he chose to focus on its association with bears 
is entirely his own doing 

In his revision to the piece 
mr stone started talking about 
the importance of names 

How spending nearly two hundred years 
referring to a place by the wrong name 
because it’s inconvenient to 
unlearn what one translator 
who was bad at his job 
misspoke 
seemed like a promising premise 

Unfortunately 
this subject led back to how love rarely seems 
like the right word to describe his feelings 
for someone who doesn’t love him back 

He blames poets and novelists 
for draining the word of 
blah blah blah blah blah



We returned this draft with a big smiley face 
next to the first stanza 
but crossed out the rest in red sharpie marker 
placing one of those mr yuck poison face stickers 
over each instance of the word love 

Here is what you should know about bear’s peak 
Neither scientists nor historians know 
precisely how it was formed 
WHICH IS NOT LIKE LOVE MR STONE 

The Cheyenne used bear’s peak as a place of worship 
One member of the tribe became concerned when his wife took 
longer and longer journeys away from the tribe 
returning with deep scratches on her back 

When he confronted her 
she confessed that a large bear had become infatuated with her 
and she feared he would kill her if she did not 
surrender to his embrace 

When the couple confront the bear 
The bear slaps the woman in the face 
turning her into a bear 

I suppose mr stone might be correct in his assumption 
that this is a metaphor for how love can transform a person 
into something completely different 

The kiowa and lakota legends 
focus on devotion to gods 
And sure 
worshipping a god and loving someone unattainable 
makes sense as a premise 
but who hasn’t heard that poem two hundred times before? 

In his final draft 
mr stone tried to point out how 
the western usurpers tried to invert mythology 
so that the rock was created 
when lucifer was shoved out of heaven 
by an angry god 
How it was fitting that the monotheists 
tried to claim the landmark was a portion of the unknown 
pushed to ground to subvert 
the tribes belief that it was in fact 
the earth ascending skyward 

But 
like most of his previous drafts 
we found this concept 
a bit of a reach 

 



Which is why we recommended 
mr stone not be allowed to perform this evening 
A practice we recommend other organizers adapt 
for all future shows 

Thank you 



 

 

Yesterday you were looking at this same map . it was monochromatic . it 
was not a chessboard . it was not Risk . it was . when you have time . how 
you would like to move across this country . There is a wedding . There is 
a birthday . There is a friend you’ve been away from too long . There is a 
thing you’ve always wanted to see . You will eventually die . so why not 
see it before you do . Why not see this map as highways . rivers . tourist 
attractions . memories 

You are not thinking of deviating your path now . You are not that petty . 
You are not that afraid 

Maybe that’s wrong 

You are not that type of afraid . You know that a place is more than just 
its color during an election . There are Trump supporters in your city . in 
your neighborhood . on your train ride to work . in your store . in your 
family . You are no more afraid of a state than your own family 

Are you afraid of your own family  

 



Before i could choose the piano . my mother stereotyped me the flute . 
My father shrugged a trumpet into my hands 

Only a broken arm released me from band practice . where i was the only 
boy  

I had always considered myself lead vocalist in a band my parents would 
hate . Maybe that’s why they tried to fit me with instruments that 
plugged into my mouth 

When my arm healed . i begged for the relative privacy of piano lessons . 
I wanted to play something nobody could expect me to carry to school . 
Something i wouldn’t have to march with . in an ugly uniform . making 
ugly uniformed gestures 

After my first successful piano lesson . I buried the flute in the woods . 
between our house and our neighbors’ . expecting all of my desire to lip 
and finger that shape . to die with it . And i’m sure it probably bloomed 
into some ridiculous pink flower while i wasn’t watching  

The trumpet . i left in its black case . on a stairwell . and willed it stolen . 
The piano survived into my almost thirties . When i’d given up being 
famous for playing anything but myself 

I only remember trumpet lessons . when i’m trying to forget the flute . 
How terrified i was . that i might be identified with an instrument so 
pink and faggot . How ashamed i was . to know i wasn’t even good 
enough at it to be noticed 

 



No one is a wunderkind at forty . even if the first time you present your 
wrists to the eighty-eight toothed crocodile . you bang out a perfect 
version of Bohemian Rhapsody . It is equally laugh track to discover 
your knack for cooking at age thirty-five . or to imagine an oooohing 
studio audience of peers . when you reveal that the man you have spent 
fifteen years splitting the rent for a one bedroom apartment with . shares 
more than just your love of hoppy craft beer and mid-nineties pop punk  

The first time you come out to yourself . you are a swan shedding itself 
into a tinfoil ball . You are not a thing to bite or taste  

The first time you come out to someone who knew your desire’s name 
before you did . you are a buttered half kernel of corn . congealed at the 
bottom of a bowl . rolled in the salt corpses of predecessors with a more 
traditional trajectory  

I am terrible at guessing the sexual preferences of men . so when my best 
friend from third grade called me . at thirty-five . to meet for dinner . I 
assured my friends it was not a date . I’ve met his wife . I told my 
smarter friends  

I’d met his ex-wife 

At thirty-five . Winthrop’s mouth tasted precisely as his mother’s 
infamous potato salad suggested . when we were ten . A paprika of 
marlboro reds . An unnecessary grace note in a scale exercise . Our kiss 
was a pool I was dipping my toes into . while he was trying to drown in 
it . It wasn’t the wetness that turned me off . It was the depth  

The word kiss exhausts me How it rolls off the face like a sneeze 

Winthrop tells me i should earn a living kissing men who have always 
confused pain with necessity . I tell him that i am the narraganset of 
men’s lips . cheap . reliable . largely unknown outside of new england  

He quizzes me . the familiar categories of Accepting Your Sexuality 101 . 
Smiles at all the wrong answers 

 



 

 

Devon smiles . You came . opening the door 

The man in the red bandana asks . Do they make you greet everyone 
who walks in the door? 

Devon curves the brim of his ironic Chilly Willy cap . I like your t-shirt 

The man in the red bandana says . It’s beautiful outside 

Devon kicks an orange triceratops under his bed 

The man in the red bandana puts his hands on his hips . smirks 

Devon sits on his bed . fetals his knees to his chest 

The man in the red bandana exhales deeply 

Devon smiles . I’m sorry I’m so quiet 

Everyone in the Subway is waiting for this guy to order . angle down his 
mirrored shades . select a meat or a vegetable . obvious chicken . make a 
joke about his foot long Italian . his meatball sub . Motherfucker needs 
to speak his voice up . and make a decision 

Devon opens his yearbook . Do you have a type ? he asks 

The man in the red bandana exhales again. So many choices . Every 
smile fits in a plastic container . The oven full of crooked teeth . Too 
many unbuttoned condiments . bell pepper bracelets . a dollop of nose 
stud vinaigrette . shredded parmesan . flat top 

I still have no idea what I’m looking for  

Flip page to superlative meats . extracurricular beverages . The man in 
the red bandana says . Give me some cucumber  

Devon turns red 

Bandana twirls his finger  

He is flesh and tongue 

All the shredded lettuce laundry piles on the counter . This is delicious . 
when it’s in his hands . tender . warm 

He says I’ve never done this before . as though there was anyone in the 
room not scalenely aware of this 

It’s so very exciting 

Devon is ninety-seven percent eyes  

He leans over the counter. Choices 

A pause pregnant with multiple births. no midwife in sight . I— 



We are trying our patience with supportiveness . He scratches the back 
of his neck 

I think I’m ready 

The people behind him lean in . like he’s about to say something even 
interesting . something not said in the same words . with the same 
inflection . in thousands of locations across the country . just like this 
one. He pulls up his shades . He smiles 

He reaches out his hands . He can’t stop smiling 

 



A mouth whose lips stretch toward the eyes . an expression of mirth . or 
approval . Welcome . A tooth fairy’s investment plan . The official 
expression of content . A shark’s greeting . What the photographers tell 
all the children to do for the expensive false face of their educational 
portfolio . Wolf whistle . The better to harass you with . Corporate slogan 
meaning . don’t think about what you’re putting in your body . Is there 
anything as painful to look at as a false smile . Too many teeth . Hint of 
madness . Insincerity’s profile pic  



Trump loses New York . his home state . a state that elected Clinton as 
senator . but called her carpetbagger 

Clinton loses Arkansas . her home state 

The people that know these people best . don’t trust them 

We’re all fucked 



I have deleted the dating app for the seventh time  
This time for good  

I don’t mean forever  
I mean for good reason  

Not failure  
Not success  
Not because i have angered the god of recharging phone batteries 

Because right now i think i need to focus on not focusing  
To take a satellite’s eye view of the vast stupid of me  

The topography of selfish i have razed  
between my intentions and my actions  
Where the wind neither cries nor moans  
Rather it mutters idiot at an almost subaudible level  
and aims it at me  
No matter which direction i stand in  



Remember this is theater . Remember conversations about how it seems 
peculiar that so many televised sports championships go seven games . 
Nobody sweeps anymore . Who wants to watch a game that isn’t close ? 

So you call states too early . know people will forget your mistaken 
projections by the next election . As long as it isn’t In Print in some old 
timey newspaper . you’ll be ok . You do everything live . There are bound 
to be mistakes . so long as patience isn’t one of them . it’s not lying . it’s 
jumping to wrong conclusions . it’s an Olympic sport for most journalists 
in the 21st century 

Close is such a subjective term . It’s in so many ballads . Landslide  is 
just some ancient Fleetwood Mac song . Nobody watches landslides 
unless they are invested in the bodies beneath it 

This is theater . but not A Play . this is not a Broadway show . or even a 
high school drama club one act play festival . This is a flash mob . 
Someone terrible has an idea . They are encouraged by other horrible 
people . who either think similarly . or else enjoy watching carnage  

Then they get strangers involved . soon hundreds of people who have no 
reason to be excited about a wedding . feel emotions . after witnessing a 
fake proposal . by two people who want to be famous . but have no 
talent . other than manipulating people . by pretending to have feelings 

You know . political theater . You don’t buy tickets for it . You don’t think 
Tonight . I would like to feel admiration for two people pretending to be 
in love . You were just trying to eat dinner . in a mall . while you waited 
for your sister’s braces to get tightened . You were in the wrong place . at 
the wrong time . to be able to exist quietly . to not be invested. 

Sometimes this happens because you are taking a bus to work . 
sometimes it’s because you live in a country where everyone wants to be 
on TV . no matter the consequence. 

As long as you’re famous . who cares what people think of you 

Wait 

Who are you 

Who is the you here 

Everything in the second person is so muddled . Are you the journalist ? 
or the politician ? Or the audience ? who doesn’t have time to leave the 
theater before the show ends 

Is there a difference any more 

 



 

 

The cappuccino wasn’t foamy enough and 
                              had to be sent back 
                                                                  twice 

The cheese had not been melted properly on the panini 
and so they were not going to pay full price thank you 

The cars were approaching at a reasonable speed and 
they were nowhere near a crosswalk but 
sometimes you can’t wait 

There are clothes to return and 
                   servers who don’t smile enough and 
                   why would anyone even wear those shoes out of the  
                                                                                                haha 
                                                                                                I know, right 
                                                                                                                   house? 

Where is the fleet of pink Cadillacs with box plows 
                                 to clean this refuse from the street? 
Where are the ancestors of the coyotes  
                                             killed for their trendy winter parkas 
                                             blood hungry and beautiful? 
                    the plucked geese 
                                                      (who, themselves, are entitled assholes) 
                                                      hissing and cold  
                                                                    so their coats could be warm? 
Where are their parents who still pay their bills 
because the twenty-first century is too  
expensive for anyone under fifty 
                                        whose parents are still alive? 

Where is my humanity in all of this? 

Has it refused to pay the full price of respect  
                                                               for someone else’s individuality 
                                       because a few of their behaviors  
                                                                 haven’t set properly? 
Is it wearing a parka made of teeth with bleach blonde trim? 
Is it running into traffic to tell the world how important it is?  

 



Sometimes we think without speaking 
and we people the anger in an empty room 
The quiet of our intentions so loud 
we can’t hear ourselves do nothing 

We do not think 
we are the devil we have been 
called by those who don’t appreciate our language 

We do not work  
pro bono providing advocacy for no devil We don’t believe in 
a devil We believe wide 
angle lens time lapse We stupid 
summer We obstinate 
winter Give us more 
autumn Let us bleed foliage and clot beliefs 
All our scars are injuries we believe were done to 
us Our volcano has no lava 
We do not ash the skies 
with our anger We are not the surprise 
meteor that archaeologists will blame for the destruction 
of our universe Our brain is not 
a universe Our argument 
not some distant star 
whose death we won’t see or feel until it is too late 
to matter 
That’s not what depression is 

Let’s not believe that our brain is a universe 
that we will die never fully understanding 
Let’s call it a city 
like we are just the immediate place where we grew up 
certain paths we take ingrained in our speech 

We always see the convenience store our parents 
candied us in The restaurant we first tasted 
shellfish and the anaphylaxis of an unwanted kiss 

We tourguide the vanished landmarks of our experience to 
every tourist we wish we were 
We forget the people in our stories 
the devil in the details 
We replace names with genders 
                      trauma with class 
                      mistakes with nations of birth  

 

 



This is how we gentrify our memories 
Allowing the banks and the chain stores to settle 
in the spaces our humanity can no longer afford 
and soon our beliefs are an outdated map to 
a city not worth visiting 

Are our hearts still beachfront property? 
Are our intentions still sitting in a vault 
gathering interest? or are we 
spending them to not just look 
more appealing 
but to be more welcoming? 

When I do not speak for something 
i believe in Is it just 
because i am worried 
how other people will imagine me? 

 



Asymptosis is a bedtime story we tell exhausted children to get them to 
sleep . Things are getting better . The bad guys are still winning but not 
by as much . The heroes will get them tomorrow night . Shhhh 

But the bad guys are still — 

But not by as much . we know the narrative . the good guys always win . 
right 

Children never know history . if we don’t teach it to them . We have not 
been teaching all our children the same history . This isn’t just the lesson 
of the 2016 election . This has been clear in every political story . every 
racially motivated murder in the last at least two decades 

We are telling bedtime stories instead of teaching history 

So we grow up believing in bedtime stories . even when we are watching 
history happen right in front of us . we can’t bring ourselves to believe 
that the bedtime stories were lies 

What I’m watching isn’t true . We say . The world has never been this 
cruel 

Shhhhh 

 



Sitting in the fort your parents built for your younger . dying . brother 
You pluck a caterpillar from the tree . squish it between your fingers and 
rub the smear of its was down my face 

A moth . probably unrelated . flies to a tree we can’t reach . it flies what i 
remember as panicked . but is just the way moths fly 

Your dog will eat it . or its progeny . Being a connoisseur of injured 
bugs and children . he will feast on your brother’s arm . That he does not 
kill him is a fit of magic . Your father . the unwilling volunteer from the 
audience . will make your dog disappear from our neighborhood . to the 
house of an aunt you will never meet  

 



my godmother opens a book  
with my finest in every sense of the word cursive 

it begins 
with the first night i unwrapped 
a boy’s loneliness to see 
if he tasted different from me 

she thinks it’s about a book i am reading maybe 
catcher in the rye or dead poet’s society 
which she doesn’t realize is just 
a novelization of the movie 

she does not think i love 
other boys despite the following 
seventy-one pages 

that’s ok 

the boy doesn’t know me either 

we can not taste  
each other  

i am a saltine and he has been 
smoking all day 

he is an oyster cracker and my mouth is already 
stuffed with garlic 



 

 

My first taste of flesh in a backyard pool . (birth metaphor) . (sexual 
awakening) . and he screamed to my mother of my crime . (betraying the 
betrayer) . but he didn’t move out of range . of my unpredictable mouth . 
(victim blaming) . (confusion of abuse and love) 

The next day . his father smoked out a yellowjacket nest . (soothing the 
predator to make them prey) . explaining the difference between wasp 
and bee . (classifying the enemy) . how a bee’s sting kills it . but a wasp 
lives to sting again .  (a single shot is self defense) .  (semiautomatic 
gunfire is attempted murder) 

When . a few weeks later . I stepped in a different yellowjacket nest . 
(new scene) . (old crime) . I ran faster than the boy I bit . yet I was 
stung . and he wasn’t . (the enemy of my enemy dispenses justice to me) 

Of course I’ve always considered myself more victim than wasp . 
(identity confusion) . (martyr complex) . presumed my barbed tongue 
would kill me if unleashed even once . (cross-species appropriation) . 
(over-reliance on metaphor) . which is why I was a teenager before I 
became this sassy cliché . (internalized homophobia) . (we hate what we 
most fear we’ll become) . why I grew up privately biting what I didn’t 
understand . but never publicly stung 



 

I’ve told this story before 

During the 2012 election . I was also working in Harvard Square . A 
couple of Harvard students were discussing the election which Obama 
was clearly going to win 

When I first posted the story . people assumed that the two people I was 
talking about were white . They weren’t . So . please know . in this 
particular instance . the two people about to say incredibly stupid shit 
weren’t white . But I can totally see why you’d think they were 

Random Harvard Dude #1: I’m just excited to have voted for the first 
ever two-term Black president 

Random Harvard Dude #2: You know . everybody keeps talking about 
him being the first Black President . but nobody acknowledges that he’s 
multi-racial 

RHD #1: Yea . but there have been a lot of White presidents 

RHD #2: He’s not half-White he’s half Asian 

RHD #1: Oh yea . I always forget that . How come nobody ever refers 
to him as the first Asian President 

I am behind the computer . angling my head like a Velociraptor 

Me: President Obama isn’t Asian . that I’m aware of 

RHD #2: Yea . he is . Back before he was running for president . i used 
to hear all the time how embarrassing it was that he wasn’t as 
embraced by the Asian community as he should have been . how being 
Black took up all the space in the dialog about his identity . but his mom 
was totally Asian 

Me: Are you thinking of Tiger Woods ? 

RHD #1 drops his bag 

RHD #2: Dude . You can not Tell Anyone this happened . This NEVER 
happened 

 

*** 

I’ve told this story . too. 

There’s a guy who sells t-shirts in Boston . I used to help him promote 
his shirts . until women I know from the poetry community . started 
telling me about how he accosted them in grocery stores .  said 
problematic things. 

One poet . who I have huge respect for . has still never told me why . 
upon seeing that shirt . she said . You need to not wear that shirt 



She doesn’t ever have to . Her tone said it all 
The same night of the Tiger Woods Incident . he was in the store . 
praising Obama . Obama this . Obama that . Like he was the only one in 
the room who’d voted for Obama 

Do you remember . he asked . how they tried to run Hillary against 
him ? I mean . come on . A woman ? You can’t have a woman running 
things . They . . . you know . A woman . Come on . Am I right ? You 
know I’m right 

He was not right 

I asked him not to talk to me about politics . another coworker told him 
he wasn’t allowed to talk to women in the store . I’ve also asked him not 
to talk to me about Thor . which seems like an unimportant tangent . but 
his main complaint . is that Thor is currently portrayed as a woman 

The guy sucks 

But he knows Trump is a hateful piece of shit . who would have deported 
his parents . He’s sometimes ignorant . almost always problematic . but I 
don’t think he’s Stupid 

But I almost want to know . Who did he vote for this time 

 



how do we explain the strange in us ? the alone at home on a friday 
night . watching ingrown hair removal on youtube . how do we say love if 
not marry ? how can we muster the intensity if not by committing to 
arcane property law ? do i marry this poem ? do i marry the repetition ? 
the detail ? the unfolding horizon of desire ? 

if i do not marry the marrying . how do i love ? i do not fuck this poem . i 
do not kiss it . make love to it . cuddle . nothing about my love for this 
poem is physical . and if i do not love a thing for conquering or owning . 
how do i love ? 

he admired the owl . admiration is so weak . it is the voyeur of love . he 
appreciates the owl . why is it weak to link love with respect ? he adores 
the owl is somehow too much more than marry . he passions the owl ? he 
worships the owl ? he wears out a thesaurus of words that don’t precisely 
verb his feelings . so it is then . marry 

marry is what you do when you love something enough to be qualified . 
oh . qualified . oh . i am an expert on this thing . i married the text 
messages i’m too scared to answer . i married the pot full of macaroni 
and cheese with no need for dishes or bowls . i married folding myself in 
only a blanket on my bed when i can not bring myself to do laundry .  i 
married the consistent schedule . working for someone else . i imagined 
was what i should grow into . would grow into 

what do we grow into if not ourselves ?  do we not become a festival of 
mismatched limbs ? are we not ? a knot of our hopes and imaginings ? 
constantly clumsing up and down the stairs to the future we hoped for ? 

every part of ourselves speaks a language . that the rest of us studied in 
high school . but has atrophied as we’ve aged . bunny knees . tennis 
elbow . soccer foot . piano fingers . growing hair . parts of me would 
rather still understand than still speak . would rather be manageable in 
every language of the body . than fluent in just one 

 

 



the ability to navigate the rapid succession of words as they flow from 
your tongue .  buoyancy in a flood of knowledge .  shark smarts . fish 
instinct . unmoored by dictionaries . lucid tourguide in the nation of 
now . adverbing the yes . a parseltongue in a nest of politicians and 
journalists 

 



I never want to hear the term Rejection Election again 

 



What do you think Paul Simon is doing now that Carrie Fisher is 

dead? Carl asks. 

Crying? I ask. 

Yea. He says. Besides that. 

I don’t know how anyone mourns their abandoned loves. Do you cry 

over the ashes of the childhood home that you torched? Do you shake 

your head, remembering the rooms where no one hurt you but which 

had to be destroyed for your own sanity? What the fuck is wistful 

anyway? Why does our language have so many flavors of sadness but 

insist on a single version of history? 

Besides that, I don’t know. Why Paul Simon? Why not Harrison Ford 

or Bryan Lourd or Dan Akroyd? I ask. 

Dan Akroyd? Carl’s version of history doesn’t include things like liner 

notes or Wikipedia, or even Cliff’s Notes or SparkNotes. If a fact is not 

a headline, it has to be explained to him. The Ghostbuster? 

They were engaged. When something is broken. A promise. An 

engagement. A rule. Anything but a heart. A leg maybe. Not a heart. 

When something is broken, a person has two options: anger or 

forgiveness. You can never have both simultaneously. You can  forget 

you’re angry with someone, and decide to forgive them, or you can 

forget you  forgave someone and surrender to anger but you can not 

angrily forgive someone. During Blues Brothers, Akroyd proposed. 

They might have gotten married but then she got back together with 

Paul. 

Carl wrinkles his nose. Paul Who? 

Simon. I say. Paul Simon. 

Back together?  

I don’t know why people drift back together when they’ve come to the 

almost always correct conclusion that they don’t belong together. 

Nostalgia? Familiarity? The desire to prove friends and family wrong? 

Because those who refuse to acknowledge history repeat it until they’re 

doomed? Yea. They were a couple. They broke up. She got engaged to 

Dan Akroyd, and then broke up with him to get back together with 



Paul. 

How do you know this shit? He asks. 

I read things.  

I read. Carl says. As though I’ve implied otherwise. 

I have implied otherwise. Carl is a reader of license plates, if a car cuts 

him off, ingredients on boxes of frozen food, if he thinks I am watching, 

magazine covers while waiting in line at the pharmacy. An avid reader 

he is. 

It is fine. I don’t listen to music the way he doesn’t read. I’ve heard 

music. I don’t plug my ears with radishes when I’m in the grocery store 

or start screaming when the background music of a film slowly 

encroaches until you can’t hear the characters speak anymore, and what 

you’re watching is less a movie and more a glorified music video. I’ve 

even been known to turn on a radio or put on a tape in a car. Though, 

it’s been long enough that what I put in was not a CD or an iPod or a 

cell phone or whatever it is these days people would plug into a car in 

order to listen to music that wasn’t selected by some stranger sitting in a 

booth hoping the radio industry won’t die in their lifetime. I’ve even 

heard Paul Simon. When I was watching The Graduate. And probably 

over the speakers in one of the hipster department stores Carl likes to 

go into but never buy anything from. I don’t know. 

Why do you give a shit about Paul Simon anyway? I ask. 

I don’t. He says. I just know you like Carrie Fisher, and wondered. You 

know. 

I like Carrie Fisher? I ask. God, I am made of questions today. 

Yea. You have her books, and you like Star Wars, and, you know. 

What do I know? I ask. I know hints and allegations. I know the 

difference between books and music. I know that Carrie Fisher had at 

least one lover who left her for a man. I know Simon and Garfunkel 

broke up and don’t like to talk about it. I know that they still perform 

together when it suits them. I know they are unlikely to ever record 

another album together. I know Paul Simon wrote a song about Frank 

Lloyd Wright because Art asked him to. Not because he even knew 

who Frank Lloyd Wright was. I know who Frank Lloyd Wright was, 

although I’ve never knowingly seen one of his buildings in person. I 

know architecture like I know music. I know Carl is hinting that I’m 

bipolar. 



You know, he says. 

And I do. But Tell me what I know, I say. 

He does not. So we are just sitting here. In my bedroom. Both of us 

dressed and waiting for the other person to leave. 

You didn’t ask me how Iman was doing after Bowie died or how I need 

to stop making accusatory statements before I think them through to 

their conclusion. 

You’re trying to remember the name of one of Prince’s ex-wives. He 

says. 

Shut up. He’s right, of course. 

I don’t know, either. 

Finally, something in common. Ignorance. 

I laugh. 

He laughs. 

I feel that if I were to get up now, he’d think I am the one who’s leaving 

first. I don’t want to leave. I want him to leave. Still. If, a little less than I 

did a minute ago. 

He starts cracking his knuckles. I flinch. He rolls his eyes. It’s so much 

easier to talk this way. 

I should 

              go, I finish. 

             apologize, he says. I’m not trying to start anything. I don’t think 

you’re crazy anymore. 

I feel crazy. Not like bugs under skin crazy or screaming on a bus crazy. 

I feel like confessing an affair to a stranger on a plane crazy or waking 

up in the middle of the night convinced there’s a burglar only to 

remember that your exboyfriend is sleeping on your couch until he gets 

a new job crazy. Do you mean you no longer think I was ever crazy, or 

that you think I was crazy before but am not currently? 

He looks at me as though that wasn’t the obvious question. As though I 

haven’t questioned every statement he’s made since we started this 

arrangement. And the last one. And the one before that. As though I’ve 

ever done anything but question his intentions. 

He looks at me. 



I look at him. 

He doesn’t look angry like used to. So maybe, maybe we’ve finally 

reached the forgiveness stage of our over. 

He puts his shoes on and stands up. He shakes his head and smiles at 

me. I’ve got to go. He says. 

Nobody has to do anything they don’t want to. I counter. 

He rolls his eyes. He leaves. 

 



1. Did I Ever Tell You  
The First Person I Think I Ever Loved Killed Himself? 

If you’re lucky you live to 
an age where you’ve told every story you know 

Each new experience you have is merely a variation 
of something that already happened to you 

You look for compassionate strangers to 
reinvent yourself to 
                                                                      to 
refine the details of joy and tragedies 
all your friends know by heart and 
all your exhausted acquaintances know by rote 

You’ve seen the same death from so many angles 
you’ve forgotten how  
the grief felt You 
remember only how describing the grief felt 
so you try and invent a new vocabulary to 
describe your distance 

 

2. Gentrification of Atlantis 

Papered windows and seriffed for lease  
signs The familiar 
aroma of the same coffee  
on every block More banks 
than dollars in my account Arguments 
over which religions are allowed 
to pray in which city The closed arms of 
white descendants of refugees The ever increasing 
rent Is this what i shall inherit? 

 

3. Never Enough Shimmer 
 

Glitter winking of snow 
These beige infused dunes of winter 
Bunkered out by urban homeless 
The present is just cold enough 
                                            and temporary 



 

In the late twentieth and early twenty-first century, even the educated 
people in the world believed in monsters called dinosaurs. Giant 
lumbering reptilian beasts of various shapes. Leathery-winged vultures, 
tri-horned hippopotamus, spike backed iguanas, angry land sharks with 
tiny hands.  They spent decades debating how and why the creatures          
disappeared. Asteroids. Ice. Volcanoes. Blindness. Hunted by early man. 
Developed the technology for space travel. Carbon dioxide. When a 
person or idea aged into irrelevance, it was said to have gone “the way of 
the dinosaurs”. But science kept evolving new theories about how the 
dinosaurs were actually birds, climbed into the ocean to reemerge later 
as mammals, were still living among humans after generations of           
inbreeding had shrunk them to manageable sizes. 

In the late twentieth and early twenty-first century, the educated people 
believed in science. The study of nature and their environment using 
crude tools to try and imagine how society had evolved into the world 
they knew. They spent centuries trying to imagine the sky was filled with 
other worlds that followed their strict beliefs in atmosphere and 
elements. They stole the names of dead religions and pasted them on to 
pictures in the sky. If they did not believe in heavens, why did they name 
parts of the sky after fallen gods? 

In the late twentieth and early twenty-first century, the educated people 
believed in more than they could see. They imagined their present 
somehow reflected their ancestors’ world. Time always linear and made 
to educate them about their potential futures. 

In the late twentieth and early twenty-first century, the educated people 
believed. 

What is education if not belief? All facts are statistics memorized or 
recorded by people eager to support whatever belief their parents, 
intentionally or accidentally, imprinted on them. Science. Religion. 
Language. Self-worth.  

I can not talk about how we relate to things now because now is an 
outdated concept. I can not say what we believe in because we do not 
believe. Faith has gone the way of the dinosaurs. Of the planets. Of 
history. I speak of the late twentieth and early twenty-first century as if I 
had any idea what that meant. I only think what I have read in books. I 
can not claim to know. I did not write the books. All narrators are 
unreliable. All facts are misleading. All conjecture, including this 
conjecture, is egalitarian bullshit. I think. There are no bulls left to 
compare anything to. Planets worth of shit still but no bulls. Bullshit is 
just another useless term handed down, I think, by the people alleged to 
have existed before us. 

 



Here is what I think the most. I think I was born, though this is also 
conjecture. I do not remember much of the first six years of my life, and 
that which I do think I remember is hazy enough that I can’t discount 
the theory that much of my childhood is just what I was told as a 
teenager. My, as far as I know, parents relate their favorite fables with a              
tenderness that I would like to think of as genuine. There are pictures, of 
course, but they are of a child that I do not remember looking like.  

I think very much that I spent my teenage years listening to someone tell 
me that I couldn’t just repeat what I was told, I had to think for myself. 
But I was often disciplined for not thinking for myself in the fashion that 
I was supposed to think for myself.  

I think I look enough like the people in control that I am as safe as a 
person can be when they are not the precise person in control. I think I 
have enough ancestry in common with those in control that they do not 
bother to even imagine killing me. They tell me that it is very possible 
that some day I will be the person in control. They tell me so often, and 
look so much like me that I can almost think it is true. But I strongly 
think it is not. 

I think what I do and who I speak to are important. I think the people 
who listen to me are indulgent. 

I think what came before me wasn’t important. I think it is purely fable. 
Lessons for fools who can not think.  

I think there is no god besides consciousness. I think we would all be 
safer if we knew each others’ intentions. 

I think every love I’ve ever felt was a mistake. I did not learn anything 
more from love than I did from history. 

I think every person has their own language, and that no science can 
properly explain how we understand and misunderstand each other. 

I think our lips move out of habit. 

I think our tongue was made for tasting, not pushing our thoughts on 
others. 

I think our ears are warning systems not entertainment centers. 

I think the future is a dangerous dream that will eventually kill us. 

I think I haven’t earned anything, just accumulated. 

I think too much thinking leads to more thinking leads to more time not 
doing anything that might kill us. But eventually we must do something. 
We wan not think ourselves to immortality. We’ve been trying for as long 
as there has been thought. 

I think eventually is the most powerful word I know. I 
think eventually would sneak up behind maybe and slit its throat. I 
think eventually carves power’s tendons until it collapses to the ground. 

 



I think the ground is eventually. I think the ground is all the shit 
accumulated from however many thinkers there were before us. 

I think thinking has done more harm than any action. But is the only 
thing we do not know how to stop doing. 

I think the dinosaurs were not reptiles, monsters, or birds. I think 
dinosaurs are just assemblages of bones with silly Latin names. 
Everyone wants to think that everything we pull from the ground is a 
piece of a fable. And that if we glue enough of our fables together then 
history will have a narrative flow that makes sense to us. 

I don’t think anything makes sense, and I worry what would happen if it 
suddenly did. 

I think my own thoughts are dangerous. 

The world that I have spent all of my life perceiving as trying to kill me is 
not a safe place for any history I’ve heard or read about. 

The world is the only thing worth loving even if it is incapable of loving 
us back. 

The world is going the way of the dinosaurs eventually, I think. 



Briefly 

the Politico page reset in error 

It was the most hopeful I’d been all night 



 

 

on the level . calm . horizontal keel on a flat body of water . a debt paid to 

someone who once owed you . just . justified . text bordered the same 

distance from the margins even . an adverb meaning very or more . 

which doesn’t sound redundant when used to modify very or more. very 

more . very stable . its own synonym and antonym even . sometimes 

although even . a match that never sparks interesting . equal but perhaps 

not fair . smooth or dulcet . both plane and plain . 4/4 time . square . 

equilateral . any number divisible by two . the precise word to fill a two 

syllable space . snagglepuss’s vocal tic . a way to break without loss . the 

utopia of revenge 

 



The joy of God’s eternal love . is precisely like the reflection of the moon . 
in the eyes of an attractive human who loves you . in the way that I have 
never experienced either of those things . only heard detailed reports . 
from unreliable narrators 



 

You could almost swallow jesus when we talked 
but then he’d get all hairball 
and there’s your savior in a puddle of sick 
on the couch between us 
You looking at me 
like my tongue was a sponge 
or you could pray my heart into a paper towel 

I love a man 
who has Old Testament problems 
Like someone burned his city due to a misunderstanding 
and his mother is a pillar of dust 
Like his father wants him to save two of every memory they shared 
so they have something to talk about in the future 
but lord it looks like it will never stop raining 

I know you don’t understand what i see in him 
Your neighborhood has been sunny your whole life 
Except 
             that time you don’t speak about 
from back before you and jesus were on a first named basis 

I haven’t abandoned you 
because i’ve forgotten what i saw in you 
I simply can’t stop seeing who you used to be 
and how afraid she would be 
of who you have become  



The server at your favorite restaurant dropped the future into your lap . 

and realized it would look awkward if they tried to wipe it off you . so 

you’re going to wear it forever  



Derek flew out to Poland at 7pm tonight . The second of my close friends 
to move out of visiting range this year . The three of us got to hang out a 
couple of times before Dean left . and after the departure of Dean . the 
two of us got some decent hangout time 

Of course, he offered that I should come visit him in Poland . I don’t 
speak Polish . and have no desire to join a community . where you are 
expected to be at a church every week . I still appreciated the offer 

I will not be going to Poland . or any other country . regardless of this 
election’s outcome 

Since 2004 . I only move for really good money or really good sex 

But not if either of those things requires pretending belief in the invisible 
cloud man 

Before he left . Derek gave me a bottle of absinthe . Real absinthe . Not 
the stuff you can get in Cambridge bars 

When i say . I wish i had drank some absinthe tonight . I do not mean . I 
am sad and alcohol is the crutch i am looking for 

When i say . I wish i had drank some absinthe tonight . I do not mean . I 
wish to escape 

When i say . I wish i had drank some absinthe tonight . I mean that if i 
had the foresight to drink some absinthe earlier tonight . i would have to 
consider that i was reading the results wrong or . more likely . i would 
not be paying attention at all . and i would wake up tomorrow . with 
things i could actually regret being responsible for . as opposed to 
waking up . being  disappointed in other people 

When i say . I wish i had drank some absinthe tonight  . I mean . I wish i 
was sleepy and flirty . as opposed to annoyed and disappointed with 
strangers 

When i say . I wish i had drank some absinthe tonight . I do not mean . I 
wish i was on a plane or in another world where things were different 

When i say.  I wish i had drank some absinthe tonight . I only mean . I 
wish those particular friends were still here ( there are plenty of other 
friends still here . no need to be morbid ) so that we could have toasted 
to whatever is about to happen to us . force down the astringent 
wormwood in one gulp . look at each other with the same regret we 
shared . whenever we drank to terrible things . At least this time . we 
wouldn’t have the aftertaste of fucken Campari . or Fernet . It would 
have been a new awful taste . with familiar faces . We could have called it 
The End Of Lucidity 

 



It’s better to tear down statues than to never build them 
                   to give the satisfaction of dismantling our history 
rather than pretend it never existed 

I’m sculpting a topiary of the 2016 presidential election 
and giving each guest their choice of chainsaw or flamethrower 

This will be the presidential library 
for the least literate least president 
      the guy midwest Americans claim they’d most like to have a beer with 
even though they saw him roofie their beer 
                                                 smile about it and then  
                                                 tweet how they’d never met 

It is difficult to be poetic about such a living profanity 
                                                         a rape incarnate 
                                                         a children’s cartoon villain 

I hate writing about politics 
I hate reading about politics 
But there needs to be a football stadium’s worth of twenty-first century 
                                                                                             American literature 
assuring the future that most Americans didn’t go blind to history 
staring into a child’s fish bowl 
that a failed legacy millionaire told us was The Ocean 

Most of us will line up to piss on 
whatever ground will be poisoned with his remains 

 



1. Given the choice of anyone in the world, whom would you 
want as a dinner guest? 
 
And you know, another great guy is Mark Cuban. And I think, you 
know, he’s been talking about maybe doing this himself. And I think 
he’d do a great job. We don’t have the exact same feelings about where 
we’re going, but that’s OK. But Mark was great. You know, he called 
me, like, literally a few days ago, and he said, “you know if you want to 
use the arena” — which by the way is a beautiful arena, this a great 
arena — and Dirk is a fantastic player, he’s just a wonderful player — 
and the Mavericks have been fantastic and it’s just a great team — but 
he said, “you know if you want to use the arena.” And I said, “Mark, 
when?” He said “how ‘bout Monday night?” It’s like, that was like in 
four days. And you had a big holiday in between. And he said, “they 
really like you in Dallas, they really like you in Texas, maybe you can 
get a lot of people.” Because we were coming here, and we thought 
maybe we’d get a thousand people, but we never get a thousand 
anymore, it’s always, like, the same thing. You know, we went to 
Alabama. We started off with a 500 person ballroom. And after about 2 
minutes — look at all these guys — paparazzi, look at this…we’ve got 
everybody here. We started off, by the way, with a 500 person 
ballroom, and after about 2 minutes the hotel called up begging for 
mercy. “We can’t do it!” They were inundated, so we went to convention 
center, and that was 10,000 and that was wiped out in about an hour. 
So we went to a stadium, we had 31 thousand people, which is by far 
the largest, they say, like, ever, for an early primary, and that’s 
probably true. 
 
2. Would you like to be famous? In what way? 
 
I don’t like walking down the street and having people waving. I just 
don’t really. It’s not for me. To be perfectly honest, it’s not for me, and I 
don’t enjoy it.



3. Before making a telephone call, do you ever rehearse what 
you are going to say? Why? 
 
I like being off the cuff. You know I’ve been in 11 debates, I never 
debated before. My whole life is a debate. But I’ve never debated before. 
And I really enjoyed the debates. I guess I did well in the debates based 
on all of those polls that they did after the debates. 
 
 
4. What would constitute a “perfect” day for you? 
 
I think it’s gotta be up to the individual. I think it depends on the 
individual. It also depends on what’s available. There may be a better 
alternative, then there may not. If there’s not a better alternative, then 
you stay. But it could be there’s a better alternative where you’re taken 
care of better. But some people don’t like staying in an atmosphere that 
was so hostile. You understand that? 
 
5. When did you last sing to yourself? To someone else? 
 
You used to call me on your cell phone. 
 
6. If you were able to live to the age of 90 and retain either the 
mind or body of a 30-year-old for the last 60 years of your life, 
which would you want? 
 
Look at those hands. I guarantee you there’s no problem. I guarantee. 
 
7. Do you have a secret hunch about how you will die? 
 
Very fishy. 
 
8. Name three things you and your partner appear to have in 
common. 
 
I’m a very efficient guy. Now I could also do it verbally, which is fine ... 
I want it short. There’s no reason to do hundreds of pages because I 
know exactly what it is... because I have a lot of common sense and I 
have a lot of business ability. 
 
9. For what in your life do you feel most grateful? 
 
No comment. 
 
10. If you could change anything about the way you were 
raised, what would it be? 
 
Some people say it was staged. You know that? 
 



11. Take four minutes and tell your partner your life story in as 
much detail as possible. 
 
Look, having nuclear — my uncle was a great professor and scientist 
and engineer, Dr. John Trump at MIT; good genes, very good genes, 
okay, very smart, the Wharton School of Finance, very good, very 
smart — you know, if you’re a conservative Republican, if I were a 
liberal, if, like, okay, if I ran as a liberal Democrat, they would say I’m 
one of the smartest people anywhere in the world — it’s true! — but 
when you’re a conservative Republican they try — oh, do they do a 
number — that’s why I always start off: Went to Wharton, was a good 
student, went there, went there, did this, built a fortune — you know I 
have to give my like credentials all the time, because we’re a little 
disadvantaged — but you look at the nuclear deal, the thing that really 
bothers me — it would have been so easy, and it’s not as important as 
these lives are (nuclear is powerful; my uncle explained that to me 
many, many years ago, the power and that was 35 years ago; he 
would explain the power of what’s going to happen and he was right — 
who would have thought?), but when you look at what’s going on with 
the four prisoners — now it used to be three, now it’s four — but when it 
was three and even now, I would have said it’s all in the messenger; 
fellas, and it is fellas because, you know, they don’t, they haven’t 
figured that the women are smarter right now than the men, so, you 
know, it’s gonna take them about another 150 years — but the Persians 
are great negotiators, the Iranians are great negotiators, so, and they, 
they just killed, they just killed us. 
 
12. If you could wake up tomorrow having gained any one 
quality or ability, what would it be? 
 
I have the world’s greatest memory. It’s one thing everyone agrees on. 
 
 
13. If a crystal ball could tell you the truth about yourself, your 
life, the future or anything else, what would you want to 
know? 
 
I try to learn from the past, but I plan for the future by focusing 
exclusively on the present. That’s where the fun is. 
 
14. Is there something that you’ve dreamed of doing for a long 
time? Why haven’t you done it? 
 
Look, we can bring the American Dream back. That I will tell you. 
We’re bringing it back. Okay? And I understand what you’re saying. 
And I get that from so many people. ‘Is The American Dream dead?’ 
They are asking me the question, ‘Is the American Dream dead?’ And 
the American Dream is in trouble. That I can tell you. Okay? It’s in 
trouble. But we’re going to get it back. 



15. What is the greatest accomplishment of your life? 
 
When I think I’m right, nothing bothers me. 
 
16. What do you value most in a friendship? 
 
I mean, I think I have a lot of friends, but they’re not friends like 
perhaps other people have friends, where they’re together all the time 
and they go out to dinner all the time. 
 
17. What is your most treasured memory? 
 
Oftentimes when I was sleeping with one of the top women in the 
world, I would say to myself, thinking about me as a boy from Queens, 
“Can you believe what I am getting?” 
 
18. What is your most terrible memory? 
 
Did I say I have a great memory or one of the best in the world? I don’t 
remember saying that. As good as my memory is, I don’t remember 
that, but I have a good memory. I don’t remember that. I remember 
you telling me, but I don’t know that I said it. 
 
19. If you knew that in one year you would die suddenly, would 
you change anything about the way you are now living? Why? 
 
When we go into church — and when I drink my little wine, which is 
about the only wine I drink, and have my little cracker — I guess that is 
a form of asking for forgiveness. I do that as often as possible because I 
feel cleansed, OK? 
 
20. What does friendship mean to you? 
 
If we cannot make a deal, which I believe we will be able to, and which 
I would prefer being able to, but if we cannot make a deal, I would like 
you to say, I would prefer being able to, some people, the one thing they 
took out of your last story, you know, some people, the fools and the 
haters, they said, “Oh, Trump doesn’t want to protect you.” I would 
prefer that we be able to continue. 
 
21. What roles do love and affection play in your life? 
 
I’ve said if Ivanka weren’t my daughter, perhaps I’d be dating her. 



22. Alternate sharing something you consider a positive 
characteristic of your partner. Share a total of five items. 
 
Nobody cares about the talent [in beauty pageants]. There’s only one 
talent you care about, and that’s the look talent. You don’t give a shit if 
a girl can play a violin like the greatest violinist in the world. You want 
to know what does she look like. 
 
23. How close and warm is your family? Do you feel your 
childhood was happier than most other people’s? 
 
I will build a great wall — and nobody builds walls better than me, 
believe me —and I’ll build them very inexpensively. I will build a great, 
great wall on our southern border 
 
24. How do you feel about your relationship with your 
mother? 
 
I will make Mexico pay for that wall. Mark my words. 
 
25. Make three true “we” statements each. For instance, “We 
are both in this room feeling …” 
 
We must be smart 
We must have a wall 
We’ve taken the lighthouse, which is a very, very important building in 
Florida — I mean in Scotland — and we’ve taken that building and 
made it something really special. It has incredible suites… golfers will 
stop and they’ll have something to eat. 
 
26. Complete this sentence: “I wish I had someone with whom 
I could share …” 
 
I’ve been so lucky in terms of that whole world. It is a dangerous world 
out there — it’s scary, like Vietnam. Sort of like the Vietnam era. It is 
my personal Vietnam. I feel like a great and very brave soldier. 
 
27. If you were going to become a close friend with your 
partner, please share what would be important for him or her 
to know. 
 
The point is, you can never be too greedy 
 
28. Tell your partner what you like about them; be very honest 
this time, saying things that you might not say to someone 
you’ve just met. 
 
I have never seen a thin person drinking Diet Coke. 
 



29. Share with your partner an embarrassing moment in your 
life. 
 
No comment. 
 
30. When did you last cry in front of another person? By 
yourself? 
 
I was down there, and I watched our police and our firemen, down on 7
-Eleven, down at the World Trade Center, right after it came down. 
 
31. Tell your partner something that you like about them 
already. 
 
Beauty and elegance, whether in a woman, a building, or a work of art, 
is not just superficial or something pretty to see. 
 
32. What, if anything, is too serious to be joked about? 
 
I don’t like mosquitoes. I never did. 
 
33. If you were to die this evening with no opportunity to 
communicate with anyone, what would you most regret not 
having told someone? Why haven’t you told them yet? 
 
My IQ is one of the highest — and you all know it! Please don’t feel so 
stupid or insecure; it’s not your fault. 
 
34. Your house, containing everything you own, catches fire. 
After saving your loved ones and pets, you have time to safely 
make a final dash to save any one item. What would it be? 
Why? 
 
There are basically three types of women and reactions. One is the 
good woman who very much loves her future husband, solely for 
himself, but refuses to sign the agreement on principle. I fully 
understand this, but the man should take a pass anyway and find 
someone else. The other is the calculating woman who refuses to sign 
the prenuptial agreement because she is expecting to take advantage of 
the poor, unsuspecting sucker she’s got in her grasp. There is also the 
woman who will openly and quickly sign a prenuptial agreement in 
order to make a quick hit and take the money given to her. 
 
35. Of all the people in your family, whose death would you 
find most disturbing? Why? 
 
My marriage, it seemed, was the only area of my life in which I was 
willing to accept something less than perfection. 
 



36. Share a personal problem and ask your partner’s advice on 
how he or she might handle it. Also, ask your partner to reflect 
back to you how you seem to be feeling about the problem you 
have chosen. 
 
Statistically, my children have a very bad shot. Children of successful 
people are generally very, very troubled, not successful. They don’t 
have the right shtick. You never know until they’re tested. But I do well 
with my children. I’ve said if Ivanka weren’t my daughter, perhaps I’d 
be dating her. 



I. 

Every fourteen year old has an open water 
                                                   a furnace in an unfinished basement 
                                                   airplanes 
Mine was the sky and 
                  also bees but what are bees but 
                  sharp 
                  angry pieces of the sun 

At fourteen all the kids whose fears were less daytime 
                                           convinced me to go ziplining 

I didn’t look down 
I climbed up the telephone pole 
                   like a caffeinated squirrel 
I raised my arms to the bar 
                                as the technician rechecked the harness 
I stood there 
interrogating the sky for my purpose 

 

II. 

The guy who climbed Trump Tower is named Steve 
Me and sixty thousands of my most immediate strangers 
watched him suction cup his way further and further 
                                                             into the sky 

It’s so noble 
                        I thought 
                        to try and scale America with rudimentary tools and 
                                                                                no name recognition 

I fanficed Steve protester 
                             King Konging his path 
to deface the disgusting name on that 
                         thoroughly neutral building 

A less heroic but equally ascendant Bree Newsome 
removing a stain on American history 

I imagined any motive for climbing would be noble 
like I’d never been pressured to the sky for stupid reasons 

Steven wanted to talk to Donald Trump 
as though Trump were any more capable of listening to America 
                                                                            than a Confederate flag 

 



It doesn’t matter what he wanted to discuss 
but watching him gecko away from 
                         blanket wielding police 
                         window washer platforms descending 
                         like some terrible 80s arcade game 
       I was so certain his intentions were good 

Because he was white? 
                             young? 
                             fit? 
                             smiling? 

After an hour 
The New York Fire Department deployed giant airbags 
in case he fell 

But how could Steve fall? 

This acolyte of a narcissist 
                       immune to political gravity 
There is only up for the believers in naming buildings for themselves 

 

III. 

I was fourteen 
           interrogating the sky for my purpose 
The technician who sat on that platform seven hours a day 
                            told me I could either climb back down or 
                                                         enjoy the ride 

I stood there 
I’ve never done anything but stand 
but not always for something 

Sometimes life is so American 
                                so full of promise 
                                so unbelievably disappointing 




